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FOREWORD 
This report is intended in the first place for the own orientation of 
the Department for General Economic Investigation of the Agricultural Eco-
nomic Institute for the purpose of continued research and prognoses concern-
ing the development of the EEC market for agricultural products. 
As the Information given in the report is easier available than the 
dispersed sources from which the data have been processed, publication will 
perhaps also serve others. 
This publication includes the main points of the production, the con-
sumption, and the import and export of cereals in the EEC. In "Enclosures 
to Cereals in the EEC," many tables will be published (within a short time) 
which will give a more detailed survey of the statistical material that has 
been collected for this Investigation. 
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1. Purpose and working methods 
The purpose of this report is to combine the statistical data con-
cerning the grain situation in the various EEC countries in a clear manner 
with respect to further studies of the developments of the grain economy. 
As the EEC is engaged in a considerable foreign trade in cereals, the world 
grain situation (although in summary form) has also been considered. 
The first chapter discusses this world grain situation against the 
background of the important data concerning the EEC. 
Chapter II is devoted to the discussion of the various ways in which 
grains are used within the EEC. The human consumption of the cereals and 
the use of fodder grain are related respectively to the volume of the popu-
lation and the size of the livestock. Within the framework of this report 
we also have tried to give a broad analysis of the developments that are 
taking place in this trea. 
Chapter III discusses production. The development of grain yield 
per hectare has been based on linear trends. The margins of uncertainty 
that appear in these trends make the value of possible extrapolations very 
questionable. 
The influence of measures levied by the authorities on the produc-
tion, and the reaction of the producers to prices are not discussed here. 
A special investigation of LEI is devoted to these so-called "Supply-
responses" in a separate report. 
The foreign trade of the EEC in cereals and grain products is dis-
cussed in Chapter IV. Special attention is also paid to the development 
of the import balance over the period. 
Chapter V includes data about the prices of cereals and grain prod-
ucts, preceded by a short investigation of the price and trade policy con-
ducted by the various countries with regard to cereals. 
Finally it has been attempted to discuss in a comprehensive manner 
the most important facts and conclusions. A prudent effort was made to es-
tablish for some developments the extrapolation trend until 1970. 
In order to restrict the size of the report, only data have been in-
cluded which are related to the entire EEC or to cereals as a whole. De-
tailed data have been tabulated by country and type of grain in a specially 
obtainable section of "enclosures." 
2, Sources 
y 
In the first instance we have made use of the agricultural statis-
tics of the EEC. In defining the various concepts used, we have made ample 
use of the grouping and definition of the EEC statistics. 
For verification and amplification we have used national statistics 
and also publications of the FAO and the United Nations. 
3. Concepts 
Cereals 
These have been arranged in conformity with EEC statistics as wheat, 
rye, barley, oats, maize, other cereals and rice. The heading wheat also 
includes spelt. Mixed winter corn is included under rye, and summer corn 
mixtures under oats. The "other cereals" always are without rice, in ac-
cordance with EEC use. To this group belong among others the sorghums, 
millet and buckwheat. If we speak in this report about "total" cereals, 
then rice is always included. 
Grain products 
As such are regarded the products of which grain is the most impor-
tant raw material and where the carbohydrate character has been preserved. 
Under the designation grain products are thus included among other things 
wheat flour and meal, bread, farinaceous products, oatmeal and maizena, 
cake and various types of pastry. Beer and refined products on the fodder 
grain basis are therefore not considered as grain products. Unless the 
contrary is stated we have converted grain products always on a grain basis. 
Countries 
Over the whole sequence of years, for the sake of comparison, France 
has been considered exclusive of the Saarland and West Germany inclusive. 
West Berlin has been included in West Germany. Belgium and Luxembourg have 
been considered in most cases as a unit and were indicated as BLEU. When 
this did not take place it was pointed out. The United Kingdom and Denmark, 
as possible candidates for membership of the EEC, were included in this re-
port. 
When it seemed to be useful in view of the EEC position we also in-
cluded data concerning the world grain situation and especially developments 
in the large grain-exporting countries. 
Years 
In connection with suitable data, a tabulation of the material by 
years starting on 1 July and ending 30 June seemed to be more appropriate. 
The times considered generally include the year 1961/1962. In some tables 
we included as recent data as possibleo 
'3n sï*?vii'ïviitiwi:i e&fit.'"ivuliiK förmig?» t r ade HAA ;:tv;„»<- »»tiior d.it* 
l!ËÊSLii?-'J^-i-'S.ïï, 
This itiiîiufkîfc. fein», grain yield af the «srttals l^ Rsr-.nüd by po^ sits'i* 
Forts ign trade includes the import and export of cereals and grail«-. 
froduete *'0ßy«£Eßd on a grain basir > Thi.. enabled us tp ,;;ive a ciear«r 
cloture to thy calculated consumption figures„ If It is not stated ofchtt-
wi.;>•":„ the data concerning the foreign trade of the EEC a^ a whole ar«.» r*> 
l'ït'-d to the total figures of the various countries,. Thi« means that fch-a-.-.-. 
ta*.-'I figures ,-ilso include the trade within the EEC, Chapter XV gives £i,p 
•'.SÏT''*-' convti-rning the trade within the EEC and trade with third coutttritu.., 
tinta about supplies are very scanty and are almost lacking for ?=«>:>•< 
«•sumtric« o Supply changes have been given in the tables , 
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f.*>L domestic '.»se., ïhe domestic regulations are subdivided into five cat» -
1,. Seed for sowing and 
2,. Lasses 
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estimated, where as niuch use as passible was made of available noms,, 
3. Industrial processing 
' * • 
This entry include« among other things grain processing that is no?, 
destined to human consumption, as technical starch and alcohol. This entry 
also includes beer and coffee substitutes., 
*"> Human consumption 
ïhis includes cereals and grain products used for consumption,. 
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5o Cattle fodder 
all shipments of grain for cattle fodder purposes are included here, 
as well as direct shipments to the stock-farming sector (internal shipments), 
and shipments to the cattle fodder industry. 
Direct measurements of this consumption component are often not 
available. The total quantity of available cereals is therefore reduced to 
the above-named quantities determined for the use categories in order to 
get an estimate of the cattle fodder entry. 
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CHAPTER I 
The Grain Position in the EEC 
Par. 1. The place of EEC in the world grain economy 
Cereals are one of the oost important groups of agricultural crops„ 
That can already be seen by the data concerning the surface of the agricul-
tural area set aside for cereals. The FÂO reports in its "Production Year-
book 1963" a total arable land area of 1,449 million hectares for the en-
tire world. The cereal area in the year 1962/1963 was about 666 million 
hectares, or 45% of the total. Cereal production Is of primary importance 
for the food supply of mankind, on the one hand because of the important 
place cereals and cereal production are occupying in the food parcel, and 
on the other as the important basic material for the production of animal 
foodstuffs. 
Distribution of the production and consumption in the various parts 
of the world is still very uneven, which is an inducement for a large-scale 
trade in cereals. 
As can be seen by Table 2, North and South America, together with 
Oceania and the USSR are the surplus area for cereals, while Europe and 
Asia are in considerable need of imports. In recent years, Communist China 
has joined the deficit areas. 
A large part of the European import balance appears on the accounts 
of the EEC and the United Kingdom. Japan is a relatively large grain im-
porter in Asia. The Asiatic imports include the large US exports sent un-
der special terms to the developing countries. 
Whenever the production figures for the individual continents are in-
creased by the grain export balance or decreased by the import balance, we 
find a rough estimate of the consumption, which can be related to the size 
of the population (Table 3). In comparing the consumption per head and per 
year it must be considered that it is not only a question of grain products 
for human consumption but also the indirect use of grain in the form of ani-
mal foodstuffs. North America has by far the highest grain consumption per 
person, which, however, shows a decreasing tendency. Europe shows an in-
creasing tendency per head. The EEC seems to be at present at the European 
average as far as grain consumption is concerned. The grain consumption of 
the USSR is very high and exceeds European consumption. Low consumption can 
be quoted for the developing countries in South America, Asia and Africa. 
The relative place of the EEC in the world can be pointed out with 
some proportion figures {Table 4). The share in world production seems to 
be a little higher than the share in the world population. The rather 
large imports of the EEC bring the consumption per head nevertheless to 
about 20 to 30% above the world level. 
o» Q >m 
Par. 2. The grain balances of the EEC countries. She united Kingdom and 
Denmark 
A comprehensive survey of the grain position of the EEC countries 
can be given with the aid of grain balances that give information about the 
production, import and export and the various destinations of the cereals o 
The figures refer to averages in the period 1950/1951 to 1959/1960 and to 
special years after 1959/1960» For the EEC countries as a whole, the situa-
tion is described in Table 5. 
The production of the EEC countries has been rather high in recent 
years in comparison with the average of the 10-year period since 1950. In 
spite of that there is an increasing need for imports, whose main cause is 
the increased consumption of fodder for cattle. 
France 
The most important grain producer within the EEC is France. France 
has an export surplus as compared with the other partner countries (see 
Table 6). 
West Germany 
In spite of a rather large own production, West Germany must import 
large quantities of cereals» About half the grain consumed was allotted 
for cattle fodder and nearly one third served for human consumption (Table 
7). 
Italy. 
The volume of production in Italy is of the same size as in West 
Germany. The need for imports in general is somewhat lower than in the 
last-named country. Italy is the only EEC country where grain use for 
human consumption exceeds its use for fodder purposes. 
The Netherlands and the BIEU 
As far as production is concerned, these two partner countries are 
of relatively small importance. The share in the total grain imports of 
the EEC is rather large, however, especially the one of the Netherlands 
(Table 9). 
The united Kingdom and Denmark 
In comparison with the data concerning the EEC countries, we give 
here the grain balances for the United Kingdom and Denmark (Table 10). 
Typical of the British grain situation is the enormous need for imports, 
which must cover about half of the total consumption. Noteworthy is the 
large share of fodder grain in the total grain consumption (about three 
fourths). To a lesser degree this was also the case in the Netherlands. 
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It Is caused by the large indirect export of cereals in the form of ani-
mal products« 
Par. 3. The position of the EEC with respect to special kinds of grain 
Of the grain production of the EEC countries, nearly half is wheat; 
the other half consists of special types of grain, namely rye, barley, oats 
and maize as a total. Production of the "remaining grains" (sorghum, etc.) 
and rice within the EEC is rather small. 
The grain import balance concerns mostly those cereals that are 
especially used as cattle fodder. In the past few years the use of maize 
has greatly increased. Wheat consumption, however, has decreased during 
that time. 
The most important grain for human consumption is wheat; the next 
in line (decreasing) is the use of rye for human consumption. 
Maize and barley are of increasing importance for the supply of cat-
tle fodder; the use of fodder oats is still extensive, but it is decreasing« 
Among the remaining uses are classified: seed for sowing, for se-
lect and industrial use. Rye and wheat are in this respect the most impor-
tant grains because of their industrial uses. 
In Table 11, the grain balances are summed up for the entire EEC for 
three periods: A 1950/1951 to 1959/1960, average per year, B 1960/1961 to 
1962/1963, average per year, and C 1963/1964. 
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CHAPTER II 
Domestic Consumption in Various Countries and the EEC as a Whole 
Par. 1. Total consumption 
A considerable increase in total domestic consumption has taken place 
in the European Economic Community (see Table 12)„ In 1950/1951 it was still 
only 46.5 million kg, and from then on it slowly rose tó nearly 65 million 
kg. France and West Germany are in the first two places and show both an 
increase from about 14 to 19 million kg, or 5 million kg each» The data 
concerning the United Kingdom» which has been included for comparison, show 
that this country has the same total grain consumption as the two countries 
named above» Italy is in third place in the EEC while the Netherlands and 
the BLEU take up the rear (with a consumption in 1961/1962 of 5.5 and nearly 
4 million kg respectively). Danish consumption is about the same as the 
Dutch one. In order to get a closer analysis of the differences between 
the above-named countries it is necessary to relate consumption to the vol-
ume of the population and the livestock. This will be undertaken in para-
graphs 5 and 7 of this chapter. 
When we inspect the distribution of total consumption with relation 
to the various demand components (Table 13) we see that total use in kg for 
human consumption is practically constant. Industrial use increased greatly 
since 1950/1951, but remained relatively small. 
The most spectacular development has been shown in the use of grain 
for cattle fodder purposes. For the entire EEC it rose from 17.5 in 1950/ 
1951 to 33.3 million kg in 1960/1961 (see figures 1 to 8). Altogether they 
bring about the following percentual distribution of the total use in the 
various categories: 
























The developments stated for the EEC hold true also for the United 
Kingdom and Denmark. The fact should be stressed, however, that there are 
rather great differences between the various countries. If we restrict our-
selves to the quantities used for human and animal consumption we find for 
Italy a relatively small amount used for cattle fodder (the average of the 
10 years after 1950/1951), namely 28% and a large share of 63% for human 
consumption. The antipose is Denmark, with 10% set aside in the same period 
for human consumption and 74% for cattle fodder. This Is due to the size 
of the Danish livestock, which is very large in comparison with the 
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population« The remaining countries of the EEC and the United Kingdom use 
an average of 30 to 40% for human consumption and SO to 65% for the use of 
cattle fodder« 
The composition of the available quantities has changed in the course 
of the years also in relation with the above-named development in the ratio 
between human and animal consumption (Table 14). Wheat was in 1950/1951 
with 50% the predominant kind of grain of the entire group. The total use 
of wheat in 1961 was still larger in absolute terms, but had relatively de* 
creased to 40% of the total grain consumption in the EEC. Â relatively 
stronger increase took place in fodder grains, with barley rising from 10 
to 17% of the total and maize from 12 to 19%» Rye experienced an absolute 
decrease» Oats remained at the same level as in 1950 and thus relatively 
decreased in importance. 
If the shifting between the various categories is taken into consid-
eration, the change to be noted is not very great. Wheat is still the 
grain most used as bread grain, but the use of rye is decreasing. The con-
sumption of rolled barley and rolled oats, maisena, buckwheat flour, rice, 
etc., does not show much change in the EEC. 
The rise of the industrial use of grain must be mainly attributed 
to the increasing quantities of barley used for beer production. 
The increase of cereals used for cattle fodder is mirrored in the 
increased consumption of fodder wheat (trebled within 10 years), barley 
(doubled), and above all maize (nearly quadrupled). 
The percentage share of each of the countries in the total quanti-
ties that have become available during the period 1950 to 1961 has remained 
nearly constant. These shares (as percentage) were the following in 1960: 
Netherlands 9, the BLEU 6, France 30, West Germany 29, Italy 26. For com-
parison: United Kingdom 30% and Denmark 9% of the EEC total. 
Par0 2. Seed for sowing and losses 
A survey of the total amounts lost on land or after sowing is given 
in tables 15 and 16. In connection with the losses it should be pointed 
out that the crop losses have already been deducted from the production, 
so that only commercial losses are reported here. Only for Denmark was a 
splitting up of the losses not possible; this led to a relatively high fig-
ure for the country. 
The estimated use of seed for sowing in kg/ha was averaged over the 








































BEC — average 
United Kingdom 
Denmark 
In many cases the use of seed grain is normalized on the basis of 
figures learned from experience» 
Par» 3. Industrial use 
With regard to the period of time from 1950 to 1960 (Table 17), the 
industrial use of cereals in each of the EEC countries — except in BLEU — 
has greatly increased. West Germany and Italy needed good twice as much, 
and Netherlands and France about one and a half times as much In 1960 than 
in 1950„ Industrial use also increased in the United Kingdom and Denmark, 
although it was less pronounced than in the EEC. The most Important role 
in these increases was played by barley, with maize in second place (Table 
18 and diagrams 9 to 16)„ 
In the survey below we have given the industrial grain use in 1960/ 









Viewed against the background of the increase of total grain use, 
the estimated development shows that the share of the industrial use in per-
cents of total use increased 5 to 10% for West Germany but remained almost 





























The request for industrial grain was determined to a large part by 
the volume of beer production., It showed a considerable increase for all 
EEC countries, except the BLEU« The statistics below give an indication of 
the change«, The stationary volume of beer production in the BLEU can be 
attributed to a consumption that remained stationary, which is offset by 
an increasing use of other beverages than beer. 
Beer production 
























EEC 38.2 81.3 213 
The greatly increased production of corn starch and glucose also led 
to an increase in the demand for industrial maize. 
Par. 4. Fodder grain consumption 
The period 1950/1960 showed a development in the use of fodder grain 
that indicates how the Importance of this form of use increased greatly both 
in an absolute as well as relative manner. This can be said of each of the 
EEC countries as well as the United Kingdom and Denmark. The reasons for 
this increased need of fodder grains are: the Increase of the livestock and 
the higher food grain use per animal. 
The following survey gives a picture of the percentage share of the 
use of fodder grains in the total grain consumption. 









If we investigate to what degree the quantities in the various coun-


























increase took place In the Netherlands and Italy, where the consumption of 
fodder grain increased about threa times. The increase for the remaining 
countries lies between 50 and 100% of the 1950 level«, 
The development of the fodder grain use per kind of grain is summed 
up in Table 20. The total consumption of fodder grain vas 17 million tons 
higher in 1961/1962 than in 1950/1951. Maize contributed to this increase 
with more than 8 million tons, barley with about 4.5 million tons, wheat 
with 3 million tons and the "remaining" cereals with nearly 1 million tons 
(sorghum, etc.)« The use of rye and oats as fodder grain remained almost 
stationary. Rice is of little importance as fodder grain» 
The above developments caused a considerable change in the percentage 




























































of fodder grain 
Oats 

























































The volume of the livestock is, of course, an important explanatory 
quantity to estimate the consumption of fodder grain. In order to relate 
tiie consumption of fodder grain to the livestock, it is first of all neces-
sary to bring the various animal types under one denominator. In practice 
one uses for this purpose mostly the concept of animal units, or large cattle 
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units, where the fodder neads of one milch-cow is taken as unit. It should, 
of course, be considered that the fodder needs per type of animal can differ 
greatly in various countries, and that changes can occur also in the course 
of time through changed fodder systems, etc. We do not intend in this re-
spect to consider all factors completely» We have used the same conversion 














Source: Grainbulletin, October 1962. 
In spite of the objections one may have against this somewhat crude 
approach» the livestock converted in this manner gives a rather good insight 
in the growth of the livestock in the various countries since 1950. More-
over, if this manner of calculation is not exact enough, the livestock can 
be compared between the various countries in the order of their size. 
The following statistics give the volume of the livestock in the vari-
ous countries in animal units, with the percentage of pigs and poultry, also 






























































Along the entire line, the number of animals seems to have increased, 
but relatively most in the Netherlands and Denmark. The number of pigs is 
generally quite considerable and has increased since 1950 in all countries. 
With the aid of the calculated "animal units," the consumption of 
fodder grain given in paragraph 4 has been converted into the consumption 
of fodder grain per animal unit. 
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Â general idea of the developments with relation to the consumption 
of fodder grain can be given by expressing the relevant factors by means of 
index figures (1950/1951 • 100). See Table 21. 
We can now see with respect to each country how great an influence 
was exercised on the one hand by the growth of the livestock, and on the 
other by all factors in the development of the consumption of fodder grain» 
For the EEC as a whole, the increase of grain consumption per animal 
unit was of greater influence than the increase of the number of animal 
units. With regard to individual countries we can se« that only in BLED 
was the increase of the livestock in 1961/1962 of greater importance. The 
same can be said of Denmark, but the United Kingdom again was more in line 
with the general development of the EEC. 
Table 22 gives information with relation to the various grains in the 
consumption of fodder grain per animal unit. 
Par. 6o Human consumption of cereals and grain products 
The use of grain products for human consumption is still occupying 
one of the first places. Even though the use per head of the population 
shows a decrease of about 10% during the period 1950>1960 for the EEC as a 
whole, the total grain use for consumption purposes has decreased only by 
2%. This is due to the growth of the population, which during that time 
amounted to 9%» 
The annual use for consumption in the EEC amounted to a total of 
about 23 million tons (Table 22 and diagrams 24 to 31). The lion's share 
took wheat (20 million tons), with rye on second place (2 million tons). 
Among the remaining types of grain, maize and rice are most important, 
each with an annual use of about 0.5 million tons. A closer analysis of 
the recession of the total grain consumption shows that this is mostly due 
to the decrease of rye consumption, as can be seen by the following index 
figures (1950/1951 - 100). 
1950/1951 1955/1956 1960/1961 
Total cereals 100 100 98 
Of which: wheat 100 101 101 
rye 100 87 69 
rice 100 112 110 
The recession of the human consumption of cereals in the EEC, with 
the simultaneous need for fodder grain led to the decrease of the percentage 
that indicates the human consumption of the entire use. From 51% in 1950/ 
1951, the percentage receded to 42% in 1955/1956 and to 37% in 1960/1961. 
We see similar developments in the Individual countries as in the above-


























In the various countries, the share of human consumption as a per-
centage of the total grain use is as follows: 









Par«. 7. Human consumption of cereals and grain products per head of the 
population 
The average level of grain use per person for the EEC as a whole de-
creased from 150 kg in 1950/1951 to 133 kg in 1961/1962 (see Table 25). 
The use of bread, cake, pastry, farinaceous products, etc., is estimated 
with relation to the grain needed for these products. The use in Italy 
lies relatively high and also has remained relatively stable during the 
period 1950-1960. West Germany, the Netherlands, and above all Denmark show 
a low use (about 100 kg per person)» In all countries, with the exception 
of Italy, a receding trend in the use of grain is in evidence. Increasing 
prosperity, leading to a change in the request for more luxury foodstuffs 
is probably the most important cause. The receding trend can also be clearly 
observed in the special kinds of grain: wheat and rye. The decline is the 
sharpest with respect to the last-named type of grain. 
Consumption habits seem to differ from country to country: West 
Germany and Denmark show a large rye consumption per head of the population. 
Oatmeal is a beloved article in the United Kingdom and in Denmark, while 
the Italians are at the head of the line in the use of maize and rice. 
A survey of the total grain use per head in the period 1950-1960 and 
some data about the use of special kinds of grain can be found in Tables 25 




Par. lo Surface 
the total grain area of the EEC has almost remained the same during 
the period 1950 to 1963. It amounts to about 21 to 22 million hectares 
{Table 27), Almost 40% of the grain area is in France; about 30% in Italy, 
a good 207. in Nest Germany, while the Netherlands and the BLEU only possess 
2 to 3% of the area. Even though the grain area of the EEC is stable in 
extent, the areas in the various countries have changed during the above* 
named period. Vest Germany shows an Increase of 11% and France of 4%, 
while Italy shows a recession of 9% and the BLEU of 5%. The grain area of 
the United Kingdom shows 3 million hectares, Denmark about 1.5 million. 
The Danish area increased 20%, while the British area showed a small de-
crease. 
The share of the various countries in the total grain area of the 
EEC countries shoved some fluctuations. The French area increased from 
41% in 1950/1951 to 42% in 1963/1964. During the same period the West 
German share increased from 21 to 23%, and the Italian percentage decreased 
from 33 to 30%. With relation to the EEC grain area, the areas of the 
Netherlands and the BLEU were small, a good 2% and almost 3%. 
Below is a survey of the percentage share of the various grain va-
rieties in the total grain area of the EEC £se« Table 28). 





Wheat uses about half of the total grain area. The barley and maize 
areas are extended during the period in question, while the areas set aside 
for rye and oats receded. The other cereals and rice are occupying but a 
modest space. 
France and Italy have the largest wheat area; West Germany is domi-
nating the rye area, and France and West Germany have the largest barley 
area. Both these countries, but also the united Kingdom and Denmark are 
greatly extending their barley areas. Compared with this extension we saw 
a recession in the oats area. Most of the maize area is in Italy, with 
France in second place. The small areas used for the production of other 
grains and rice are all in France and Italy. 
If we view the situation with respect to the land, then we immedi-











































Italy and Belgium we find wheat as the most Important grain crop« In the 
Netherlands g the rye and oats areas are the largest, Oats was in second 
place in France, but during the past few years barley has become more im-
portant« The same can be said of the United Kingdom Denmark is extend-
ing especially the cultivation of barley and oats„ West Germany is culti-
vating much rye» but the wheats barley and oats areas are also considerable^ 
An indication of the importance of the grain production can be found 
in the relation of the grain area to the total cultivated area. 
For a number of selected years we find the following percentages? 









An increase of the grain area can be observed in West Germany and 
above all in Denmark» and a recession in Italy» 
Par«, 2„ Yield per hectare 
The level of the yield per hectare differs greatly for the various 
countries„ The average level for all grain varieties as a whole is highest 
in the Netherlands, the BLEU and Denmark., A middle position is occupied by 
West Germany, the United Kingdom and France^ while Italy in general has a 
very lew yield levelo If we follow the development of the output during 
the period 1950 to 1962 (diagrams 40 t© 85) (sic), we realize that all 
countries have undergone a rising trend« This increase is the quickest for 
the countries where the average level during the period in question occu-
pied an intermediate position and moderate for the countries where the yield 
level was already high» The increase in Italy is very small. 
For the four most important kinds of grain we will give a survey be-
low of a calculation concerning the increase of the kg-increase per hectare, 
for which purpose we shall use a linear trend» The adaptation is made ac-
cording to the method of the "smallest squares." The countries are named 
in the sequence of the average yield level» The period of investigation is 
1950 to 1960« 
It should be taken into consideration that the Netherlands yields 
per hectare are calculated in accordance with an old measure» the "gemeten 
18 
rnat" in the determination of the surface, in contrast t*ith the cadastral 
liters «re. in the other countries. There are also rather large uncertainty 
rare ins it» connection with the calculated trend-like increases. This ic 
the reason why these trends can form only a very weak basis for possible 
extrapolations. The observations made within the framework of this paro-
fT'iph should be viewed in this light„ 
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Only France and Italy are important as producers of the remaining 




























The course of the average yield in the various countries gives an in-
dication of the assumption that a growth is being discussed her« in which 
Italy (especially with relation to maize) has hardly moved. The United 
Kingdom, West Germany and France are in a process of rapid growth, while the 
tempo of the increase has lessened for the Netherlands, the BLEU and Den-
mark. Natural differences related to the soil and the climate are the cause 
that the maximum possibility with relation to the given technical data can-
not be the same for each country. The rapidity at which this maximum is ap-
proached is related to the increasing intensity at which work, machinery 
and/or artificial fertilizer is used per unit of surface. A very Important 
role is also played by the improvement of the bread of grain, of which hy-
brid maize is a well-known example. 
Compared with the yield per hectare in the various parts of the world, 
the level of the EEC countries Is very high. Below is a survey of the 
average wheat yield (in 100 kg per ha) during the years 1958/1959 and 1960/ 
1961, grouped in classes. 
40-49 Netherlands 
30-39 United Kingdom, BLEU, Denmark, West Germany, New Zealand 
20-29 France, Norway, Sweden, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Japan 
10-19 USA, Canada, Argentina, Australia, Italy, Balkan countries, Poland, 
USSR 
0- 9 Spain, Portugal, Brazil, North Africa, South Africa 
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Noteworthy is the relative low yield in each of the large grain ex-
porting countries. The yields in the United States show a considerable in-
creasing tendency, while Japan is the Asiatic country that has reached the 
European yield level in rapid strides. 
As far as the level and the growth of the average yield is concerned, 
attention should be placed on the deviation from the tendency movements. 
It becomes clear that the weather circumstances play an important role in 
this respect. If we give the deviation from the trend as a percentage of 
the trend values, then we find in the average of the period 1950-1962 that 
the BLEU shows the most stable course of the yields and that it is followed 
closely by the United Kingdom. The deviations of these two countries as an 
average of the four most important grain species are 7.5 and 8.5%. The per-
centages of Denmark, West Germany and Italy are at about 13%. Then follows 
the Netherlands with a percentage deviation of 14.5% and France with 16.5. 
Inaccuracies of the statistical material and the method according to which 
yields are defined per hectare may have had an influence here. 
The just stated deviations from the trend do not give a very clear 
pattern. Only by a separate approach can it happen that in a special coun-
try all types of grain deviate in the same direction or that for a special 
type of grain all countries at the same time have a good or a bad year. 
In order to give an indication of the general level and the develop-
ment of the grain yields, we have given below the averages of all cereals 
over the period 1950-1962 (x 100 kg/ha). The fact should be considered 
that the given values are also influenced by the shifts in the share of the 










Far. 3. Produced amounts 
The total grain production of the EEC in 1950/1951 amounted to 38 
million tons, which amount increased to nearly 58 million in 1962/1963 
(Table 30)6 In 1950/1951 France delivered of this production 36%, Italy 
30%, West Germany 26%. The production of the Netherlands and of the BLEU 























ia France was 6% higher, while Italy decreased by 5% and the Netherlands by 
1%. The figures given for comparison for the United Kingdom and Denmark 
were 20% and 10% respectively in 1962/1963, with a stable course over the 
time considered. 
For the entire EEC, production increased to 147%, for which France 
with 174% made the most important contribution» 
With respect to the type of grain (Table 29) we find for the EEC a 
decreasing share in wheat, rye and oats as part of the entire grain produc-
tion, and barley and maize are forming an increasing percentage in the pro-
duced quantities» 
A survey of the shares of the most, important types of grain (in per-
cent) in the national!productions follow: 
Remaining 
















































































































A difference is made in the production of wheat, rye and barley be-
tween winter and summer grain. With wheat and rye the accent is mostly 
placed on the winter grain, while the largest part of the production of 
barley is summer barley. For the countries where data could be obtained, 
the percentage share of winter and summer grains of the total production 
during the period 1955 to 1962 was 92.5 and 7.5% for wheat, 97.6 and 2.4% 
for rye, and 18.5% and 81.5% for barley. Weather circumstances caused the 
share of the summer wheat to be abnormally high in the wheat crops between 
1956 and 1961. A difference is also made between hard and soft wheat. Hard 
wheat amounts to 6.6% of the EEC wheat production. For Italy, the most im-
portant hard wheat producer of the community, this percentage amounts to 
17.9. 
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The measure in which the total domestic use is covered by own pro-
duction can be reproduced by the so-called self-supporting degree, that is 
to say with the production expressed in a percentage of the use» During 
the period 1950/1951 to 1962/1963, this figure showed some fluctuations, 
as can be seen by the following statistics for the EEC countries as a 
whole,, 



























It makes little sense to express already expectations by reason of 
the above statements about the future course of the EEC self-supporting de-
gree. We must in this respect always count with a balanceÇghcet)that is 
influenced by a large number of factors that must be investigated one after 
the other in order to arrive (perhaps) at a responsible conclusion» 
There are still considerable differences if we investigate each coun-
try (Table 29)o France has been self-supporting in recent years; the other 
countries all have a net Import need. The Netherlands especially axe cover-
ing only a small part of the own grain needs. The United Kingdom has to im-
port about half of its grain needs„ 
Table 29 shows some data about the self-supporting degree per country 




Par» 1« Survey of the grain trade movement between the EEC countries, the 
united Kingdom,* Denmark and the rest of the world 
With respect to the question whether grain and grain products in 
the EEC countries exceed the local needs, it can be said that (with the ex-
ception of France) a considerable net import of grain is necessary for all 
EEC countries (Tables 32 to 34). The same can be said for the United King-
dom, while the import needs for Denmark are rather small. In the years 
1950/1951 to 1963/1964, the import balance for the entire EEC vas between 
8 and 13 million tons. The most important share of this in the first half 
of the fifties was wheat; after that this share has greatly receded. In 
the course of all years, the import of maize and of the sorghums increased 
greatly. 
The definition of the import balance shows that both import and ex-
port show an increasing trend. The annual tendency of increase consists of 
676,000 tons for imports and of 436,000 tons for exports, and thus of an 
import surplus over exports of 240,000 tons. 
France is the only net-exporter of all EEC countries. The export 
balance has shown a considerable increase during the past few years. The 
largest Importer of the EEC is West Germany. The Netherlands are in sec-
end place, with the import balance increasing from 1.6 to 3.6 million 
tons. The BLEU imports have remained stable and run from 1.5 to 2 million 
tons annually. The Italian import balance receded after 1952/1953, but has 
experienced a considerable increase since 1959/1960. 
The United Kingdom is an important grain importer as compared with 
the total EEC. The import balance varies between 6 and 10 million tons. 
The lion's share of this is formed by wheat (4 to 5 million tons). A very 
rapid increase showed the import of maize. From 1.3 million tons in 1950/ 
1951, it rose to 7.6 million tons in 1963/1964. 
Par. 2. The significance of the EEC as grain importer 
The significance of the EEC countries for the world grain trade is 
especially determined by the extensive imports. (1) For this reason we will 
attempt to find out what part ef grain exports can be attributed to EEC 
countries, both with respect to the entire world and to some important ex-
port countries. 
(1) It should be explicitly stated that grain products are not included in 
the figures of this paragraph. 
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Wheat 
By far the most important internationally-traded type of grain is 
wheato The size of world export increased from 21.4 million tons in 1950 
to 43.6 million tons in 1962. The EEC imported of this amount a quantity 
that ranged between 4 and 7.5 million tons. However» the relative share 
of the EEC of total world exports receded (Table 35). 
The development of the position of the large export countries in the 
world market as a whole and in the EEC market did not run parallel at all 
times. Thus the share of the United States in EEC imports receded, while it 
increased in the world market. The reverse was true for Canada, which re-
mained behind in the world market but became of greater importance for EEC 
imports. To restrict the influence of chance fluctuations, Table 35 shows 
the averages of several year groups. 
SXS. 
Of much smaller size than the trade in wheat is that of rye. The 
most important suppliers for the EEC are the United States, Canada, Argen-
tina and the USSR. The deviations in the ratios are shown in Table 36. The 
United States and the USSR have apparently extended their sales, while Ar-
gentina's exports of rye receded. 
Barley 
An increasing trade in barley is going on all over the world, but 
especially with respect to the EEC. The world export increased from about 
3 million tons in 1950 to about 7 million tons in 1962. Of these exports 
a continuously larger amount, both absolutely and relatively, came from the 
United States. Canadian barley exports decreased in comparison. The same 
phenomena made itself felt on the EEC market. The average import figures 
for 1950/1954 show that Canada was the largest supplier of barley. Later 
the United States took this place. 
Oats 
In comparison with such types of grain as wheat, barley and maize, 
the trade in oats, just as was the case with rye, amounts to only very 
small quantities. In the beginning, Canada supplied more than half the 
International offer of oats, but in the latter years there was an advance 
of the United States and Australia, while Argentina still exported a rather 
large share for the world market. Argentina was at first the most impor-
tant supplier, but after 1954 this place was taken by the United States. 
Maize 
Maize has increased in a spectacular manner on the world export mar-
ket in the past years. In 1962, the world export of maize was four times 
as high as in 1950. The maize import of the EEC countries did not keop 
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completely in step, but it nevertheless increased more than threefold. The 
United States supplies the lion's share of the maize offer, but Argentine 
and South African exports also show a considerable growth. 
Sorghums and millet 
Trade in this group of grains also showed an increasing tendency 
since 1950. HorId export increased from about 1.5 million tons to 3 mil-
lion tons. An important share of this increase went to the EEC countries. 
The United States supplies about three fourths of the import needs of sor-
ghum and millet. 
Rice 
The international trade in rice takes place mostly between the Asi-
atic states themselves. Next to Burma and Thailand, the United States is 
a rather important exporter. Rice imports of the EEC countries is of a re-
stricted size but shows a rising tendency. 
Cereals as a whole 
The total world grain export Increased from 44 million tons in 
1950/1954 to 75 million tons (average) in 1960/1962. Of these quantities, 
the EEC countries imported 11 and 16 million tons respectively. In both 
periods, this EEC import consisted of more than 5.5 million tons of wheat. 
All other types of grain together showed an increase of from 5 to 10 mil-
lion tons (see Table 42). 
Eight countries supplied more than 80% of the world grain export. 
These same countries supplied 75% and 82% respectively in the periods 
1950/1954 and 1960/1962. 
The most important grain supplier of the EEC countries is the 
United States, with Argentina and Canada next, and to a smaller degree 
Australia and the USSR. South Africa only plays a role in the supply of 
the EEC with maize and sorghums, while Burma and Thailand are of impor-
tance for the EEC rice imports. 
Par. 3. The import of cereals (1) by the separate EEC countriesf the 
United Kingdom and Denmark 
If we take a closer look at the position of the grain exporting 
countries in each of the EEC countries and in the United Kingdom and Den-
mark we realize that the distribution of the imports from the supplying 
countries differs to some degree. In the course of time there are also 
changes in the size and direction of the trade current. It is impracticable 
to survey these large-scale differences in this short study, but we can 
point out their general lines. 
(1) Grain products exclusively. 
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Wheat imports per country 
Ihe average of the years 1950/1952 shows that the United States vas 
the greatest supplier of the EEC countries, with Canada on second place. 
Figures per country show that this was caused by the high Dutch and German 
Imports from the united States (about two thirds of the total wheat im-
ports). Danish imports also come mostly from the United States. The BLEU, 
however, was mainly oriented to Canada, what can be said to a still greater 
degré« of the United Kingdom. Important for the Italian wheat imports are 
the quantities supplied by Argentina, Australia and the USSR. 
As was shown already in Table 33 for the entire EEC, the position 
of the United States has remained behind in the grain import market of the 
EEC countries. The German demand above all has turned from the United 
States to Canada, with other EEC countries also buying less In the United 
States, 
The British import demand was also in 1960/1962 mainly directed to 
Canada, with Australia as second supplier. Table 43 supplies some of the 
data, especially those pertaining to wheat imports. 
Rye imports per country 
Rye imports of West Germany amounted to about 250,000 tons in both 
the 1950/1952 and 1960/1962 periods, of which 30 to 40% came from the 
United States. In 1960/1962, the USSR was the second-largest supplier of 
West Germany. Dutch and Italian imports of rye became more significant in 
1960/1962. The Netherlands imported mainly from the United States, Italy 
and West Germany. 
Barley imports per country 
At the outset Canada was the largest barley supplier of the EEC 
countries, with the group of former French North African countries on sec-
ond place. In 1960/1962, these countries were no longer of any signifi-
cance for the barley supply. Their place was taken by the United States 
and France, which supplied the partner countries with Important quantities. 
Australian deliveries increased in importance with exports to West Germany 
and Italy. West Germany imported in both periods about half of the quan-
tity of barley bought by the EEC countries. Barley came In 1950/1952 
mainly from Canada and North Africa and in 1960/1962 from the United 
States, the United Kingdom, Australia and Argentina. The United Kingdom 
supplied Its barley neods in 1950/1952 to a large part by purchases from 
the USSR and in 1960/1962 by imports from Canada. 
Oats imports per country 
Oats Imports showed an increase for the entire EEC of an average of 
369,000 tons per year over 1950/1952 to 800,000 tons over 1960/1962. The 
United States became from an insignificant supplier a very important one. 
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which found its expression in the Dutch and West German imports from the 
United States» Also increased were Argentine oats exports to the Nether-
lands, Italy and West Germany and the Australian exports to West Germany» 
Maize imports per country 
For the maize imported by the SEC, the United States was the biggest 
supplier in both 1950/1952 and 1960/1962, but the US percentage share re-
ceded somewhat, while Argentina's maize supply Increased in importance both 
absolutely and relatively. The most marked differences in the market shares 
was shown by Italy: in 1950/1952 the US supplied 80% of the import maize 
and Argentina 11%. Ten years later the situation was like this: the US 
was down to 12% and Argentina had risen to 60. The United Kingdom, where 
maize Imports during the period under consideration had risen threefold, 
supplied itself in Increasing measure from the United States, in opposition 
to the development that had taken place in the EEC countries. Table 45 dis-
plays the maize imports per country, with the percentage distribution in ac-
cordance with countries of origin. 
Imports of other cereals (sorghum, millet« etc.) per country 
During the years 1950/1952, West Germany was the largest importer of 
the EEC countries with respect to sorghum and millet (74% of the EEC im-
ports). In 1960/1962, West Germany had receded in importance, while the 
Netherlands and the BLEU started to import large quantities. In 1950/1952 
as well as in 1960/1962, the US share in the EEC imports amounted to about 
80%, while Argentina contributed only about 10% of the import needs of the 
EEC countries (Table 46). 
The imports of sorghum and millet by the United Kingdom and Denmark 
was of little importance in 1950/1952 with 503,000 tons, but in 1960/1962 
the average had dropped to 303,000 tons. 
Imports of rice per country 
The size of the quantities of rice Imported by the EEC countries is 
modest. The most Important suppliers are the Southeast Asian countries, 
the US (especially in recent years) and Italy. 
Par. 4» The export of cereals and grain products by separate EEC countries« 
the United Kingdom and Denmark 
The export of cereals and grain products shows a very strong distri-
bution, which moreover, results in considerable shifts from year to year. 
It will suffice here, therefore, to name the most important exporters of 
the various types of cereals and grain products, with a short indication 
of the most important countries of destination. 
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Export of wheat 
For the EEC countries as a whole, this export amounted to 465,000 
tons (average 1950/1952), and 1,559,000 tons (average 1960/1962). Over 
the entire number of years, from 1950 to 1962, France has been the most im-
portant exporter of the EEC countries, and in some years (1957 to 1959) the 
Italian wheat export also has been considerable. French wheat export was 
directed to West Germany, the United Kingdom and a number of countries that 
were of lesser importance as a market outlet. In 1962 a large quantity was 
delivered to China (362,000 tons). Italian market outlets during the above« 
named years were above all France, the United Kingdom and Egypt. 
Export of rye 
In general this export is not very large. West Germany delivered 
rather large quantities to East European countries (1955/1956), while ex-
port during 1959/1961 mostly went to West European countries. 
Export of barley 
After 1956, the barley export of the EEC countries became signifi-
cant because of the considerable amounts of barley sold by France. The EEC 
partners and various EFTA countries bought France's barley. From the be-
ginning of 1961 on China also bought barley from France. 
Of significance were also the barley exports of the United Kingdom 
(to the EEC countries and Denmark) and of Denmark (to West Germany). 
Export of maize 
Since 1960 France has exported quantities of some size. Italy and 
the United Kingdom are the most important buyers. 
Export of rice 
Italy is the only EEC country with a considerable export which, how-
ever, is spread over a large number of market outlets. 
Export of wheat flour 
The export of wheat flour has increased considerably, as indicated 
by the following figures: 
Average 1950/1952: 276,000 tons 
Average 1960/1962: 1,043,000 tons 
This is an almost fourfold increase. France has always been an im-
portant exporter, but after 1955, West Germany has come to the fore and the 
export of this country has exceeded that of France in recent years. Italy 
is the third largest exporter. The market outlets of the countries named 
are distributed over Europe, but can also be found in Asia and Africa. 
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Par. 5. Import and export of cereals and grain products according to the 
stage of processing 
With respect to countries of origin and destination it is also in-
teresting to find out about the distribution of the import and export of 
grain (raw), flour and meal, and of the remaining grain products. This 
distribution plays a role with wheat and barley. One can observe important 
differences among the various EEC countries in the amounts of the import 
and export groups. For a number of years (1950/1951 to 1961/1962) the 
average percentile composition has been calculated in accordance with the 
degree of processing. 
In wheat Imports (see Table 47), all countries show an increase of 
unprocessed grain, which is nowhere below 75%. The share of wheat flour 
is the highest for France and the Netherlands (about one fifth of the total 
imports on a grain basis). The percentage for the United Kingdom is more 
than 10. 
Nest Germany is in a special position as far as wheat exports are 
concerned. Good 90% of it takes place in the form of flour and meal, with 
an EEC average of good 40%. Of the EEC countries, the Netherlands are the 
highest in the export of wheat products other than meal; nearly half is 
crossing the borders in this form. The United Kingdom also has a high per-
centage export of wheat products. Contrary to the above facts, the per-
centages of unprocessed wheat are relatively low for West Germany, the Nether-
lands and the United Kingdom. 
Barley imports consisted for all EEC countries of more than 80% un-
processed grain. The share of barley products was the highest for Italy 
(12%). There are more marked differences in the export of barley. The 
BLEU shows a very high proportion of barley products in its exports (84%), 
and also Denmark is exporting relatively many barley products (30%). 
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CHAPTER V 
Prices and Price and Trade Policy 
Par. 1. Grain price policy 
The purposes of agricultural policy, as far as they are relevant for 
the grain price policy, can generally be described as follows: 
1. The promotion of fair production prices for the producers; 
2. The guarantee of fair prices for the consumers of foodstuffs. 
The grain price policy conducted by various countries must be re-
garded within the framework of these two purposes. The averages used with 
respect to the policy execution vary from period to period, depending on 
the market situation, and from country to country, depending on the import 
and export position. 
The first postwar years (1945-1952) were still influenced by a world 
food shortage. The grain policy in many countries was directed to the re-
striction of the increase of foodstuff prices (including the granting of 
consumer subsidies, the establishment of maximum prices, the prescription 
of obligatory delivery quotas of the grain harvett) and to the encourage-
ment of production. 
At about 1953 a change took place. Production in the grain produc-
tion areas hit by the war returned to normal, whereas the production in the 
export countries had been greatly increased during the war and was continued 
on this higher level. One and the other resulted in a lowering of the grain 
price level on the world market. 
Many countries now began to protect their domestic grain producers 
against the low price level of the world market. Agricultural policy re-
moved the emphasis from the foodstuffs supply policy to the protection of 
the income of the agrarian producers. 
The instruments used to bring this price policy about differed from 
country to country. A distinction can generally be made between grain im-
porting and grain exporting countries. 
In countries where domestic grain production is smaller than the 
domestic demand, a fair production price level can be reached for the do-
mestic producers by making possible the purchase of cheap grain from abroad. 
That can be done in various manners. The most usual import-obstructing 
measures with regard to cereals are: import rights, minimum import prices 
in combination with variable levies, quantitative import restrictions, obli-
gatory use of domestic products (regulations related to mixing and grind-
ing). 
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Countries with an export balance of cereals are able to protect the 
domestic producer prices by the granting of financial aid to export. De-
pending on the size of these export subsidies, the prices received by the 
domestic producers for their products will be in a more or less pronounced 
manner above the world market price level. 
It is obvious that all these measures are disturbing the international 
trade traffic in cereals and can give rise to large price differences be-
tween the countries. 
The West German Federal Republic has conducted until 1962 (EEC grain 
regulations) a very restrictive import policy with regard to cereals. The 
relatively high domestic grain price level was realized by a combination 
of quantitative import regulations and variable import levies, including in-
tervention on the domestic market (setting aside of surpluses, transport sub-
sidies) o 
In the Netherlands, wheat could be imported duty-free until 1 July 
1962 (except for a very moderate import duty). For the domestic producers 
the government realized the promised price by making it obligatory for the 
corn grinders to use a certain percentage of domestic wheat with the bread 
grain (varying with the size and quality of the domestic harvest). The 
minimum guaranteed prices for import grain was realized by means of equali-
zation levies that bridged the difference between the world market price and 
the desired domestic price» The cost-price increasing effect of these levies 
on improvement products was restituted at the export of these products. The 
import of nondomestic cereals (maize, sorghums, millet, etc.) also was 
charged with a levy in order to prevent the undermining of the grain price 
policy by these products which generally are competing with the domestic 
cerealso 
In Belgium the desired prices for wheat, just as in the Netherlands, 
were reached by an obligatory mixing of domestic wheat in the bread. The 
import of fodder grains was untaxed until 1957, and the production price 
for the fodder grain producers was thus established by the world price 
level. The great price difference between wheat and fodder grains in favor 
of the first produced such an expansion of the wheat area that Belgium was 
forced to discontinue import levies on fodder grain in August 1957. These 
levies were increased in 1958* 
The grain policy of Luxembourg; was similar to the one conducted by 
Belgium. For bread grain (wheat and rye) a price was guaranteed related to 
the supply of the domestic product that was set aside for the domestic pro-
ducer by means of a purchase obligation. In 1957* just as in Belgium, the 
import levy on fodder grain was discontinued. 
In Italy the authorities regulated the imports of wheat and rice in 
order to realize the prices promised to the producers. If necessary, the 
stimulation of the export of soft wheat was also included in this framework, 
for the production of this grain exceeds the domestic demand. The import 
of fodder grain was completely free. 
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France„ the only net grain exporter of the six EEC countries, regu-
lated the domestic grain prices on the desired level by giving the grain 
producers the possibility to deliver their products against a defined inter-
vention price. Foreign grain was admitted only by means of quantitative im-
port regulations when needed. The price guarantees for the various types of 
grain were tied to determined standard quantities. For the part of the pro-
duction exceeding this standard quantity, the farmers only received the ex-
port price« 
On 1 July 1962, the EEC grain regulation went into force. This regu-
lation — one of the first concrete steps in the direction of a joint agri-
cultural policy in the EEC, for which on the strength of articles 38 to 47 
the Rome Agreement was concluded — will in the first place create uni-
formity out of the large variety of instruments with which the member states 
have conducted until now their market and price policy. In the second place 
it establishes the rules according to which during the period of transition 
a common market for cereals can be realized. Of determining importance for 
the last-named procedure is the rapprochement of the grain price levels in 
the member states. This central question is not regulated by the grain regu-
lation. The question of the price rapprochement is to be decided each year 
by the Council of Ministers of the EEC on the proposal of the Committee. 
The short time that has passed since the coming into force of the grain regu-
lation has taught that the grain price approach by way of experiment has be-
come a "test case" for the political will within the EEC to make the joint 
agricultural policy workable. 
Since 1 July 1962 — as we said before — have the instruments of the 
grain policy of the member states been handled as one. The manner in which 
the market and grain policy is executed in the EEC countries can be described 
as follows: 
Standard prices are set up annually for the various types of grain. 
In order to realize these standard prices, the domestic market is protected 
against disturbing external price influences by means of variable import 
levies, whose size is calculated on the basis of the difference between the 
threshold price (a minimum import price) and the world market price. The 
grain Import is also dependent on an import concession. As long as there 
still are differences in the grain price level of the six member states of 
the EEC (during the transition period) even the trade between them is sub-
ject to levies equal to the threshold price of the importing country and 
the offered price of the exporting country. In order to give the member 
states during the transition phase already a secure preference on each 
other's markets, the levies for the intracommunity traffic have been low-
ered to a determined amount. 
In order to protect the prices of the producers against domestic 
market disturbances, a system of intervention prices has been set up (5 to 
10% below the standard price) against which the producers can sell their 
cereals to Intervention bureaus. 
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On 15 December 1964, the Council of Ministers made the important de-
cision to unify the grain prices of the EEC on 1 July 1967. The basic stand-
ard prices agreed upon make price decreases necessary for West Germany, 
Italy and Luxembourg,, In order to soften the disadvantageous consequences 
of this procedure for the grain producers, compensations are to be paid on 
a decreasing scale. A comparison between the uniform basic standard prices 
(1967/1968) and today3s national standard prices (1964/1965) gives an in-
dication of the consequences of the new regulation for the various countries 
and of the measure of protection enjoyed by the EEC grain producers on the 
world market. 
Wheat 
Soft Hard Rye Barley Maize 
Common basic standard price 
1967/1968 in $ per ton 106.25 125.00 93.75 91.25 90.625 
National standard prices 
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The same in percent of 
basic standard price 
1967/1968 58.1 60.4 61.6 59.3 65.9 
With the present level of world market prices it will be necessary 
to have import levies of from 30 to 40 dollars per ton to realize the joint 
EEC grain price level. 
The system accepted by the United Kingdom is deviating in principle 
from the measures in the EEC countries. Imports of all grains have been 
free since 1954; import duties were small or nonexistent. This system was 
of advantage to users because of the low world market prices. The domestic 
producer was assured a guaranteed price above the market price. The pro-
ducer receives from the authorities the difference between the guaranteed 
price and the average market price (with the latter calculated in accord-
ance with domestic prices) in the form of allowances (deficiency payments). 
On 1 July 1964, the United Kingdom went over to another system. From 
this date, minimum prices for cereals went into effect, while the price 
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guarantee for the producers was restricted to a standard amount.. Special 
agreements were conducted with the traditional exporters to the United King« 
dorn in order to prevent that these suppliers would be hurt too much by the 
new system. The minimum import prices for 1964/1965 have been placed on a 
level, moreover, that differs little from the average world market level» 
For this reason, the grain producers — in spite of the principal change of 
the import policy — will still receive the promised guarantee prices to a 
considerable degree in the form of a deficiency payment« 
The grain policy of Denmark was marked until 1958 by a large amount 
of freedom» The price level of the cereals was determined in accordance 
with the world market level. Since 1958 the producer prices of cereals 
were also in Denmark protected against low world market prices. For wheat 
and rye, which are to be used for human consumption, guarantee prices have 
been established that are realized by means of an obligatory mixing of 
these cereals with bread0 The import of fodder grains is subjected to im-
port levies of such size that the desired domestic price level is not en-
dangered . 
In the United States — the country with the largest grain export — 
the prices received by the domestic grain producers are supported by the 
so-called Commodity Credit Corporation«. This official institution is mak-
ing among other things loans on supplies and buys products against the es-
tablished support prices. 
The height of the support price is established as a percentage of 
the so-called parity price, that is a calculated price that would be needed 
to give the farmers a purchasing power equal to the period 1910-1914. The 
necessary percentage is determined within the prescribed limits (65 to 90% 
of the parity price) on the basis of crop expectations and the supply posi-
tion» In connection with the increase of the grain surplus, the support 
price is made dependent on the collaboration of the farmers to restrict 
their area or their production to a determined percentage. 
The grain supplies of the Commodity Credit Corporation can be sold 
to foreign markets with the aid of subsidies and other export-promoting 
measures«. In this connection should be mentioned the American agricultural 
exports under the four sections of Public Law 480: 
Section I: Payment in foreign exchange; 
Section II: Gift shipments in case of emergencies; 
Section III: Exchange transactions and gifts of surpluses threat-
ened with spoilage; 
Section IV: Shipment of surplus products on long-term credit. 
Cereals are taking an important place in these PL 480-exports. Of 
the total US export of wheat and wheat flour, about 70% took place under 
special regulations «, These Junerican exports are supplying a large part of 
the import needs in the developing areas. The percentage of grain imports 
under special terms to various areas was as follows: Latin America: wheat 
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and wheat flour 36%, fodder cereals 62%, rice 6%; the Far East except China: 
wheat and wheat flour 54%, fodder cereals 26%, rice 12%; the Middle East: 
wheat and wheat flour 68%8 fodder cereals 91%, rice 8%; Africa: wheat and 
wheat flour 23%, fodder cereals 44%, and rice 4%=, 
Canada and Australia have a very small degree of production for the 
domestic producer» The minimum prices remain on a low level» In case the 
export proceeds are decreasing, the advance payments paid out on the basis 
of minimum prices are increased by added payments. Only the most serious 
consequences of price fluctuations are prevented in these countries. 
In Argentina prices have been supported since 1951/1952. Wheat is 
bought for a fixed price by the national grain bureau, and minimum purchase 
prices are guaranteed for barley, oats, rye and maize. 
The modification of the export exchange course in October 1955 led 
to large yields in pesos for the cereals«, In this connection, exports of 
cereals and grain products were charged with an export levy of 10%. By the 
manipulation with various rates of exchange, the government exercised an 
Influence on the export yields. After the adoption of a free rate of ex-
change in January 1959, a sharp depreciation of the values took place. 
Levies on export yields were stopped, which amounted to 20% in the case of 
cereals. 
The export countries as a whole can influence grain prices on the 
world market by their surplus policy. The United States is in this respect 
in a key position. The surplus of wheat and fodder grain has greatly in-
creased from 1952 to 1961, but it has somewhat decreased during the fol-
lowing years. Rice supplies have decreased after 1956. 
An important role in the international wheat trade is played by the 
various International Wheat Agreements (IWA). 
Five such agreements have been concluded until now, namely in the 
years 1949, 1953, 1956, 1959 and the last in 1962. 
The original plan had the following purpose: 
a. assure the wheat supply in the import countries; 
bo assure the wheat sales for the export countries; 
c. establishment of fair and stable prices. 
Since 1959, the following have been added: 
d. distribution and liberation of the international wheat trade; 
e. promotion of wheat consumption; 
f. promotion of iuternational cooperation in general in connection 
with wheat problems. 
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The participating countries «ere in 1949: The United States, Canada» 
Australia and France as exporters, and more than 40 import countries, among 
which the United Kingdom took an important place« 
At the renewal of the agreement in 1953 and 1956, the United Kingdom 
remained aside, but in 1959 it joined again. 
The number of participating export countries had in the meantime 
grown to nine and now included also Argentina, Italy, Mexico, Spain and 
Sweden. In 1962, the USSR also became an exporting member. The number of 
importing member states at that time amounted to 31. 
The working method underwent a change at the beginning of 1959o The 
rights and obligations of the member states were expressed for 1959 by fixed 
quantities of wheat. After the conclusion of the IWA 1959, the import coun-
tries agreed to buy a fixed percentage of their commercial purchases in the 
member export countries. The export countries guaranteed the shipment of 
the desired quantities of wheat for prices within the fixed limits. After 
the maximum price has been reached the obligations of the wheat importing 
countries are cancelled. In that case, the wheat exporting countries then 
assume the obligation to sell the determined amounts of wheat to the import 
countries (based on the trade level of the preceding years) against prices 
not to exceed the maximum price. The IHC (International Wheat Council) 
watches over the observance of the agreements with respect to the minimum 
price, and if necessary requests the member states to lower the price below 
the fixed limit. A survey of the valid IWA prices follows below, together 
with the free market prices. 
Price of Ho 1 Manitoba Northern Wheat. Stored in Fort William/ 
Port Arthur. US in $ per Bushel 
Export notation on the 





























































(1) Source FAO. 
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From 1953/1954 on the free world price decreased, together with the 
price of the transaction within the framework of the IWA. The IWA transac-
tions amounted in the beginning only to about two thirds of the world wheat 
exporto This share has gradually decreased especially by the expansion of 
the noncommercial wheat shipments. Of the world wheat export, about 40% 
was not commercial and 60% was commercial. Of the commercial transactions 
about two thirds took place between IWA member states. 
Par. 2. Prices of cereals and grain products • 
a. Prices of products 
A survey of producer prices (for some countries these are wholesale 
trade prices) of cereals in the countries of the EEC is given in the dia-
grams 86 to 89. Because of the mutual comparison, all prices have been 
converted into the official rate of exchange (see enclosure 38) in US dol-
lars per 100 kg. Even though these courses do not always mirror the pur-
chase power relations between the various rates of exchange in a clear man-
ner, we have nevertheless used it for want of a better criterion. In ana-
lyzing the data» the fact should be considered that during the period 1950/ 
1961 there was much talk about an overvaluation of the French franc and an 
undervaluation of the Dutch guilder. 
We have made use of the following price sequence for the various 
countries : 









Average price on the most important markets; 
Wheat, barley and maize: fixed prices; rye to Septem-
ber 1951 and from August 1957 fixed prices; from Sep-
tember 1951 to August 1957 notations on the Paris stock 
exchange ; 
Average producer prices; 
Soft wheat: producer price Padua; maize: producer price 
Brescia; rice: producer price Pavia for "briginario" 
type; 
Before 1954 market prices; from 1954 on guaranteed prices 
(including deficiency payments); 
Notations of the Copenhagen stock exchange; 
As indication of the world market level, prices cif 
Netherlands (exclusive import levies) have been handled 
for grains imported from the United States. 
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To have a ssore complete comparison ,„ the data concern m g rht- gï.ai«--
cxp rting countries have b-oMia added so t.ne â.lag.cams •:. f the EEC cour.i.r:tes, 
in rder. to prevent the appearance of Urn :i*any diagj^ms^ the British and 
Oais>sh prices have been om:t£eû„ Data oc ,;his subj< :t, can be £oi.md in en-
el.tr ure 35» 
The diagrams show clearly abac ihs j;rai,n price policy conducted >'a 
various countries has 'led -o a pries leveï. that is f lightly above the- "t;o;r Id 
max et level,,," 
During the years IS ^ "19 63., the pi ice re ia f it'^  ship between pheat and 
';t»tlar cereals differed semeaimas considerably-, Tabic .50 gives :ivi indie a« 
;lf» of the changes. 
Besides the grain price policy» quality differences also s'ni'lue-nced 
i:h€ price relationship., fcie fiads for instance., that in the co««.':ries pro-
mue.'ag barley for brewing purposes, the price gtmerr.lly lies higher than the 
baï ev price on the world ssssTkeu» which general.',*/ is related to fodder bar-»* 
:«ey 
^ * %port and export prices 
The import prices in She various EEC countries, the united Kingdom 
find Denmark show the influxes of the world market level. The reasons for 
deviations are caused above all by the difference it. freight costs, differ-
enc in titae of purchase (seasonal factor),? difference in type and quality 
ftf i he cereals (for instance hard and soft whea-ï., brewery and fodder bar-
ley, grain for sowing and -."or other purposes'*« Table 51 gives a survey of 
tfhr average import prices for the countries with. & t:.e.t import of cereals 
and of the average export prices of the countries wish a n.p£ export of 
cer • ais o 
'• " Retail trade of grain ..products 
For a number of Important articles, as bread., wheat flour, macaroni,, 
<r&ï. sal and rice we have collected data in Tabla 52 about retail trade 
prizes» To make comparison possible, we have converted all prices into 
dol ars and cents per ls00o grams,, 
The scarcity of suitable data makes only the reproduction of a very 
res ricted number of price sequences possible for sosue countries., 
*3C-
CHAPTER VI 
Prognosis of the Future Grain Position of the EEC 
Par. lo Summarizing survey of the developments during the period 1950-1963 
In the preceding chapters we have investigated in detail the develop-
ment of production, the consumption and the import and export of cereals and 
cereal products in the area of the EEC since the beginning of the fifties. 
This survey has shown clearly that the named amounts — as far as production 
and the trade current are concerned — have shown considerable yearly changes 
in volume and in the current of trade. The precariousness of the weather 
conditions has perhaps the greatest influence on these fluctuations in the 
yield per hectare from year to year. In order to eliminate the influence 
of this accidental factor — the weather conditions — so that long-term de-
velopments can be better expressed, we have reproduced in Table 53 the 
trend values (calculated for the period 1950/1951 to 1962/1963) of the grain 
balance of the EEC for 1950/1951 and 1962/1963» while this table at the 
same time reports the annual changes caused by the trend in the compiled 
quantities of the balance« 
During the period in question, consumption has risen quicker than 
production, which caused an increase of 25% in the import balance. 
The growth of production must almost completely be attributed to 
the increase of yield per hectare because of the improvement of cultivation 
methods, the use of more productive types of grain, and the increased use 
of artificial fertilizer» The total grain area in the territory of the 
EEC has remained almost unchanged since 1950« It should be considered, 
however, that because of the rather great crop fluctuations, the calculated 
increase of the production volume caused by the trend cannot be too greatly 
relied on. 
This takes place to a much lesser degree with relation to the trend 
underlying the development of production, which showed during the years a 
much more regular course. The proportion of human consumption in the total 
use remained rather constant on general terms (in spite of the population 
increase), but it decreased relatively from 50 to 351. Fodder grain, on 
the contrary, doubled during the period in question. All other uses also 
experienced an increase. 
The import surplus is the determining factor of the balance sheet. 
This entry shows the influence of the crop differences within the EEC. It 
also holds true for the import balance that annual values can deviate 
greatly from the calculated trend. 
Table 54 shows the change of production caused by trend, consumption 
and import surplus for three groups of grain. The import balance of wheat 
according to this table is decreasing; the wheat consumption in the EEC 
must be fully attributed to the cattle fodder section. 
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The import needs of maize and other cereals (mostly sorghums), how-
ever, is increasing; this increase exceeds the import decrease of wheat and 
thus is the cause of the increasing import needs of the EEC of cereals« 
Par» 2„ The extrapolation of the developments in the past; temporary 
cereal balance 1970 
To what degree offer the developments since 1950 that were estimated 
in the preceding paragraph a chance for a discussion concerning the future 
grain policy of the EEC? 
The most simple method is the one that uses the linear trend calcu-
lated for the 1950-1962 also for the future in the (vulnerable) supposition 
that the developments in the past and the forces causing this development 
will also in the next period move in the same direction and will apply in 
the same measure. We will use this method in the first instance and then — 
In paragraph 4 — we shall correct this form of prognosis to a considerable 
degree. 
The result of the extrapolation of the trends can be found in Table 
55 In the form of a (temporary) prognosis of the grain balance of the EEC 
in the year 1970, as compared with 1962/1963» 
Because of this temporary prognosis» the import balance of the EEC 
in 1970 will be higher than the trend value in 1962/1963 and higher than the 
real import figures in the past years, which will indicate a reassuring de-
velopment for the large exporting countries in the world (especially the 
US), which because of the grain policy of the EEC is concerned about a de-
crease in its sales possibilities. 
Par. 3. Complaints against the grain balance 1970 on the basis of the 
extrapolation trend 
Extrapolation of the developments observed in the past is permitted, 
for It can be expected that no changes will occur in the coming period in 
the complex of factors that were active behind these developments in the 
past. This stipulation cannot be satisfied in a more or less complete 
measure because of the inferior parts of the grain balance. 
a. The calculated development of the production trend, as we have 
said, is not -very reliable because of the large-scale annual fluctuations 
and is therefore a vacillating basis for extrapolation. However, a better 
point of departure is difficult to find. It is made difficult especially 
by the fact that extrapolation is neglecting the possible influence of his-
toric development on the size production that is based on the relative grain 
price level. Now that grain prices in the various EEC countries under the 
influence of a common market and price policy are undergoing more or less 
Important changes and will continue to do so, it would be incorrect to re-
gard the possible reaction of the size of production on the price implicitly 
a3 negligible. 
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b» The small decrease of human cereal consumption in the period 
1950/1951 to 1962/1963 is the resultant of a (greater) decrease of consump-
tion per head on the one hand and of the population increase on the other. 
To what degree can it be assumed that consumption per head will also de-
crease in future? With respect to the development in the US that seems 
plausible, but developments in the opposite direction must also be expected 
(as for instance an increasing percentage of the bread that disappears in 
the garbage can; the replacement of dark bread by white bread, which needs 
more wheat per kilogram). Moreover, the possible doubling back of the de-
velopment of the past will take place only gradually, so that its quantita-
tive influence within a period of ten years (which is the length of our prog-
nosis) will be very restricted in size« 
c More important are the objections against the extrapolation of 
the trend in the use of cattle fodder, which amounts to a very important 
part of total consumption. It cannot be expected that the factors which in 
the past have been responsible for the increase in the use of fodder grain 
will also play the same role in the future. The increase was determined in 
the past by the growth of the livestock and by the increased share of grain 
in the fodder ration. The last-named influence can hardly be active in the 
same manner in the coming years, for the grain portion in cattle fodder can 
never amount to more than 100% and will reach its maximum much earlier in 
connection with the request for suitable and healthy cattle feeding. 
Diagram 97 shows clearly that already during the period 1950/1951 to 
1962/1963 the fodder grain use per animal showed a lessening ascending de-
gré«. We must therefore expect that the increase of the use of fodder grain 
in the future — more than during the past period — will be mainly dependent 
on the growth of the livestock. We must not suppose, however, that this quan-
tity will continue its development in the same tempo as from 1950 to 1962. 
Extrapolation of the trend even with regard to this Influence on the use of 
food grain is therefore not considered to a very large degree. It is more 
appropriate to relate the growth of the livestock to the expected growth of 
demand for animal products. 
Par. 4. Corrected grain balance 
Because of the objections developed in the previous paragraph, we have 
revised the grain balance of paragraph 2. The important section "food grain 
use" is namely not determined for 1970 by extrapolation but by reason of the 
expected development of the demand for the products of cattle-raising in the 
EEC. This question of development, as we expect, is under the influence of 
the growth of real income per head, the population growth, and the possible 
change In the real price level of fodder grain. 
Explicitly formulated, the following suppositions are the basis for 
our corrected prognosis of the EEC grain balance in 1970. 
a. Grain production in the EEC is developing until 1970 in accord-
ance with the trend during the period 1950/1951 to 1962/1963; a possible 
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change of the real grain price level does not influence the size of pro-
duction. 
bo The balance of the supply changes increases in accordance with 
the established trend. 
e« Grains used for human consumption and the remaining uses also 
show a trend-like development similar to the basic period 1950/1951-1962/ 
1963. 
do The share of the fodder grain of the total cattle feed remains 
constant. We therefore assume that the curve in Diagram 97 that shows the 
use of fodder grain per animal unit will have a horizontal course. 
e. The consequence of assumption (d) is that the development of 
fodder grain use in the EEC is exclusively dependent on the growth of the 
livestock. 
f„ Other kinds of cattle food needed besides cereals (coarse fod-
ders, egg-white containing force feed) can be supplied without restrictions, 
either by production within the EEC or by imports. 
g. The growth of the livestock in the EEC is proportional with the 
growth of the consumption demand in the EEC for animal products; we assume 
among other things that the degree of self-supply in the EEC for these 
products will remain constant in the period 1962-1970. 
h. The development of the demand for animal products depends on the 
growth of real Income per head» on the population increase and possible price 
changes. We abstract (perhaps important but difficult to anticipate) changes 
in demand as a result of changes in consumption habits. 
i. The real income per head in the EEC rises during the period until 
1970 by 3% annually» or 26.68% with relation to 1962 (our point of depar-
ture). 
j. The EEC population increases IX annually; the number of heads 
will therefore be 8.3% larger than in 1962. 
k. In order to determine the influence of the fodder grain level on 
the use of cattle food» we are making two alternative assumptions concern-
ing this price level: 
1. the real fodder grain level in 1970 is the same as in 1962; 
2» the real fodder grain level in 1970 is 15% above the 1962.one. 
Within the framework of the assumptions formulated above» the future 
use of cattle fodder in the EEC — the only section of the grain balance 
for which we want to use another prognosis than trend extrapolation — can 
















With the aid of data from the EEC study "Vorausschau 1970" (Preview 
1970) concerning "apparent import elasticities" of various food product, 
an average elasticity has been calculated for the animal foodstuffs of a 
total size of 0.46. It was calculated with regard to the estimated share 
of the various products used for fodder grain. The following survey shows 
the figures used: 
Product 
Milk 





Total animal foodstuffs 100 0.46 
With regard to the above study it may generally be assumed that the 
price elasticity of an article (apart from crosswise influences) is of the . 
same order of magnitude as the impjort elasticity« but with opposite signs. 
This will lead for the animal foodstuffs to an estimated price elasticity 
of -0.46. If we assume that the fodder cereals average about two thirds of 
the cost price of the producer, and that the share of the producer of the 
consumer price is also two thirds, then a change of fodder grain prices 
only affects a 4/9 change in the consumer prices of animal feeding products0 
By expressing it as a formula, the change in fodder grain prices is first 
converted into a change of the price for animal foodstuffs that has been 
caused by it. The elasticity of -0.46 is then applied to this deduced 
price. 
The use of fodder grain can now be reproduced by the formula 
Vt - Vb - tj'46 • Pt0'46 • Bt 
where the symbols have the following significance: 
Vt • use of fodder grain in million tons in 1970 
Vf, « use of fodder grain in million tons during the base year 1962 (trend 
value) 
Yt = the real income in 1970 compared with 1962 
Pt " price level of animal foodstuffs in 1970 in comparison with 1962 
Bt • size of population in 1970 compared with 1962 
Using the data given above, we can now fill in this formula, which 
brings us to two alternate prognoses for the use of fodder grain in 1970. 
A. With constant real price level for fodder cereals: 
v1970 " 3 6 a 6 * 1.26670*46 x l.OO"0«4* x 1.083 - 44.2 million tons 
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B» With a rise of the price level of fodder grains of 15% compared with 
1962: 
V1970 " 3 6 ° 6 x l°26670o466x 1.0667"0"46 x 1.083 » 42„9 
The results of this corrected prognosis of the EEC grain balance in 
1970 are given in Table 56« For comparison this table shows the temporary 
prognosis on the basis of trend extrapolation. 
Par« 5» Conclusion 
During the more realistic approach of the future consumption of fod-
der grain, the import balance in 1970 seems to be considerably lower than 
during the simple trend extrapolation. In comparison with the import bal-
ance of cereals in 1962, the corrected prognosis itself shows a decrease. 
Moreover, from the above calculations can be deducted the influence 
of the price level for fodder cereals within the EEC on the future import 
needs. A price increase of fodder cereals of 15% — if our assumptions are 
correct —- will lead via a lessening of the consumption of animal foodstuffs 
to a decrease of the use of fodder grain amounting to 1.3 million tons. In 
case this price increase has no influence on the extent of production in the 
SEC — which has been assumed in the above-mentioned statements — then this 
lessened consumption will result in a similar decrease of the import needs. 
With respect to the import balance at a constant price level of fodder grain 
this amounts to a decrease of about 15%. From these data follows that the 
price elasticity of the import demand (the percentage change of the import 
needs of the EEC as the result of a change of the domestic price level of 
the import needs of 1%) lies in the neighborhood of 1. 
In case a price increase of fodder cereals in the EEC should form an 
extra stimulant toward production increases, the import needs will decline 
to a still greater degree, which will lead to a still greater price sensi-
tiveness of the import demand. 
In spite of the relativity of the assumptions that have been the 
basis for our prognosis, we nevertheless can come to the following conclu-
sions as far as the results are concerned: 
— It is very probable that the increasing tendency shown by the im-
port balance of cereals in the EEC area during the 10-year period will make 
room in the coming years for a gradual decrease, but the EEC will neverthe-
less still have a considerable grain import balance in 1970. 
— Even if the size of grain production in the EEC will not be in-
fluenced by the size of the joint grain price level, the Import needs of 
the EEC will be determined to a considerable extent by the influence of 
the price on the size of the demand for animal foodstuffs (eggs, pork and 
poultry). 
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World Production of Cereals in MillionTons (1) 
(Average per year) 
WERELDPRODUCTIE VAN 
Tabel 1 
GRANEN IN MLN. TON 1) 
(gemiddeld p e r j a a r ) 
1950/52 1955/57 1960/62 
T o t a a l To ta l 
waarvan t a rwe of which wheat 
" r o g g e , g e r s t en h a v e r r y e ' a n d r o a £ s 
" m a ï s , sorghum en m i l l e t maize , s o r -
ti v-i-i a t . ghum and m i l l e t 
















1) I n c l u s i e f s c h a t t i n g e n voor de U .S .S .R . en Communistisch China. 
Inc ludes e s t i m a t e s for the USSR and Communist China. 
Import and Export Balance of Cerea ls per Cont inent in Mill ionTons Tabel 2 
(average per yea r ) 
I N - EN UITVOERSALDI VAN GRANEN PER WERELDDEEL IN MLN. TON 

















Asia (excl. China) 
of which Japan 
Europe 












































fc^St- . ^ t >~*£^'*ïas 
&? 
Consumption of Cereals per Head of Population 
(100 kg per head per year) 
VERBRUIK VAN. GRAMEN PER HOOFD VAN DE BEVOLKING 
(100 kg per hoofd per j a a r ) 
Tabel 3 
We rage" Average1 Average-Gem. 1950/52 Gem. 1955/57 Gemf 1960/62 
Nooxd-Amerika North America 
Europa , Europe 
waarvan E.E.G.-landen o f which EEC y- . » _ countries Oceanie Oceania 
Zuid-Amerika South America 
Azië ( exc l . China) Asia (excl . China) 
waarvan Japan of which Japan 
Afrika Africa 
Wereld, ( e x c l . U.S.S.R. en China).World 
(excl . USSR and China) 
U.S.S.R. USSR 








































The Share of the EEC in World Totals 
(average per year) 
HET'AANDEEL VAN DE E.E.G. IN DE WEEELDTOTALEN 
(gemiddeld per j a a r ) 
Tabel 4 
- • • • • ' " • •'-•••" • • • 'PôircGntâss or"" 
Percentage van de wereldbevolking
 w o r i d population 
in E.E.G.-landen . in EEC countries ^,J> 
Percentage van de' wereldgräanproduktie: Percentage of 
-, j. . j -n -. n world cereal products c \ 
geproduceerd'm de E.E. G.
 produced in the EEC 5>-> 
per saldo ingevoerd per balance imported 1,4 
verbruikt Consumed 7,7 
Graanverbruik pèr hoofd in de E.E.G.-landen 
als percentage van het wereldgemiddelde 117 
1950/52 1955/57 I96O/62 
Cereal consumption per head in the tiüu countries 











'\W. V t - 1 ( YAJJJXSJVOÔA ALLE GRANEN GEZAMENLIJK VOOR 3)E E.E-G.-LANDEN J^ 
(min. ton , i n c l u s i e f graanprodukten op graanbasis) 





Produktie Production "46,2 
Invoer Import 12,5 
Uitvoer • Export 3,3 
Voorraadwijziging Supply change 0,4 
Beschikbaar voor binnenlands Available 
verbruik for domestic consumption 55?0 
Zaaizaad Seed" for' sowing 
Verliezen Losses 
Industrie • Industry 
Veevoeder Cattle fodder 















































Grain Balance for France (million tons) 
(average per year) 
GRAAN3ALANS VOOR FRANKRIJK (MLN. TON) 












Produkt ie Production 
Invoer Import 
Uitvoer Export 





Beschikbaar voor binnenlands Available 
verbruik for domestic consumption 
Zaaizaad Seed for sowing 
Verl iezen Losses 
I n d u s t r i e Industry 
Veevoeder Cat t le fodder 





















- 1 , 1 
18,7 
1,4 

















Grain Balance for West Germany (mi l l i ons of tons) 
(average per yea r ) 
GBAANBALANS VOOR WEST-KJITSLAND-(MLN. TON) 











/ 6 4 
P r o d u k t i e Produc t ion 
I n v o e r Import 
U i t v o e r Export 
V o o r r a a d w i j z i g i n g Supply change 
B e s c h i k b a a r , voor .h innen l . , v e r b r u i k 
, AvailabTe for domestic con-
Zaaizaad. Seed for sowingjsumption 
V e r l i e z e n . Losses 
I n d u s t r i e I ndus t ry 
Veevoeder C a t t l e fodder 
M e n s e l i j k e consumpt ie Human con-
12,1 
K 0 
0 , 4 
0 , 2 
16 ,5 
0 , 8 
0 ,1 
1,2 
8 , 3 
6,1 
15 ,1 
4 , 5 
1,2 
0 , 2 
18,1 






8 , 5 
1,3 
- 0 , 3 
= 19 ,5 







0 , 8 
. 0 , 3 
rô-,9" 






5 , 4 
2 , 0 
sumption 
Grain Balance for I t a l y ( m i l l i o n s of tons ) 
(average per yea r ) 
CRAANBALANS VC0R ITALIË (MLN. TON) 
(gemiddeld p e r j a a r ) 
Tabe l 8 
P r o d u k t i e Produc t ion 
I n v o e r Import 
U i t v o e r Export 
V o o r r a a d w i j z i g i n g Supply change 
B e s c h i k b a a r voor b i n n e n l . v e r b r u i k 
7 a - i „ „ j „Ava i lab le for domestic con-Zaa i zaad
 S e e a £ o r s o w x n g s u m p t i o n 
V e r l i e z e n Losses 
I n d u s t r i e I ndus t ry 
Veevoeder C a t t l e fodder 






















4 , 9 
0 , 3 
- 0 , 1 
16,6 
1.0 
0 , 2 





0 , 4 




0 , 2 
7 ,1 
9 , 0 
14 ,3 
4 , 3 
0 , 5 









0 , 5 
sumption 
i 
Grain Balance for the Netherlands (millions of tons) 
(average per year) 
; "• GRAMBALANSEN VOOR NEDS BLAND EN DS B.L.E.U. (MLN. TON) 
(gemiddeld per j a a r ) 
Tabel 9 
P r o d u k t i e 
I n v o e r 
U i t v o e r 




V o o r r a a d w i j z i g i n g Supply change 
B e s c h i k b a a r 
Z a a i z a a d 
V e r l i e z e n 
I n d u s t r i e 
Veevoeder 
Mense l i j ke 
voor b i n n e n l . v e r b r u i k 
Ava i l ab le for 
Seed for sowing 
Losses 
I n d u s t r y 
C a t t l e fodder 
domestic 
consumpi 
consumpt ie Human con-
Ne 
1950/51 




0 , 3 
0 , 0 
4 , 1 
!. 0 , 1 
;ion ' „ 0 , 0 
0 ,1 
2 , 6 
1,3 
d e r l a n d ' 
! I96O/6I 
Ito t /m 
II962/63 
1,9 
4 , 0 
0 , 5 
0 , 0 
5,4 
0,1 





/ 6 4 
1,8 
4 ,1 
0 , 5 
Bo 
1950/51 
to t /m 
1959/60 
1,8 
" 2 , 0 
0 , 2 
0 , 0 
3 , 6 
0 , 1 
0 , 0 
- 0 , 3 
1,9 
1,2 
Jeili > U . 
j I96O/6I 
bo t /m 
11962/63 
2 , 0 
* 2 ,1 
0 , 3 
0 , 0 
3,7 
0 ,1 
0 , 0 
0 , 3 
2 , 1 
1,2 
J1963 
' / 6 4 . 
1,9 
2 , 2 
0,6 
sumption 
Grain balances for the United Kingdom and Denmark (millions of Tabel 10 
. • y tons y •. 
^ G S B & S VOOR HET VERENIGD KONINKRIJK EN DENEMARKEN (MLN. TON) 
(gemiddeld per j a a r ) 
jînited-Kiixgdom , DeamasJt 
Verenigd Koninkrijk 
i W 5 i j T 9 W S T j ^ ^ 
to t/m to t/m /64 
1959/60|1962/63J /04 







Veevoeder Cattle fodder 







^Consumption u , w 
Denemarken 
I95O/5I |1960/61 






































Grain Balances per Type of Grain for the EEC Countries as a Tabel 11 
(Average per year) Whole (millions of tons) 
GRAANBALANSBN PER GRAANSOORT VOOR DE E.S.G.-LANDEN GEZAIC;:;,.• JX (MUST. TON) 
(gemiddeld per jaar) 
Pro- Import Supply 
auction Balance Change 
• 
t, 
A l l e granen 




























P r o -
duit-
t i e 
r e a l s 
4 6 , 2 
54,2= 
5 6 , 2 
21 ,9 
25 ,6 
2 3 , 8 
4 , 9 
4 , 2 
4 , 2 
6 , 0 
• 9 , 9 
11 ,9 
8,1 
7 , 5 
7 , 8 
4 , 2 
6 ,1 
7 , 5 
I n -
voer— 
s a l d o 
9 , 2 
,:.11,1 
9 2 0 
3 ,4 
2 ,4 
0 , 0 
0 , 3 
0 , 5 
. 0 , 3 
2 , 0 
1,0 
- 0 , 5 
0 , 5 
0 , 7 
0 , 4 
2 , 3 
5 , 2 
7 , 6 










0 , 3 
0 , 3 
0 , 4 
0 , 7 
0 , 6 




0 , 0 
0 ,1 
0 , 2 
Voor-
raad— 
w i j z i -
g i n g 










0 , 0 
0 ,1 
0 ,1 
. - 0 , 1 
0 , 0 
0 , 0 
0 , 0 
- 0 , 1 
Consumption 
Verb ru iken 
t o - -
t a a l 
To ta l 
5 5 , 0 








8 , 2 





0 , 8 













0 , 2 







v e e -
voede r 
o C a t t l e 
fodder 
2 5 , 2 
3 4 , 4 
. 2 , 8 
4 , 8 
2 ,6 
2 , 8 
5 , 8 
7 ,7 
7 ,9 
7 , 5 
5 ,1 
10 ,0 
0 , 9 
1,5 
0 ,1 
0 , 0 
o v e r i g e 
i v e r b r u i k e n 
1 Other Con-
sumption 
7 , 0 
2 , 2 
2 ,2 
0 , 5 
0 , 5 ' 
2 , 0 
3 , 0 
0',6 
o,5 • 
0 , 6 




0 , 2 
1) A = gemiddeld over 1950/51 V m 1959/60. Average of 1950/1951 to 1959/1960. 
B = gemiddeld over 1960/6I t/m 1962/63. Average of 1960/1961 to 1962/1963. 
C = 1963/64. 1963/1964 
6 
Cereals Become Available in the EEC and per Country for 
Use 
(in million tons) 
IN DE E.E.G. EN PER LAND BESCHIKBAAR GEKOMEN GRANEN.. VOOR 
















































































I t a l i ë 












































































Destination of Cereals That Have' Become Available in the EEC 
(in million tons) 
BESTEMMING VAN DE IN DE E.E.G. 






























































I n d u s t r i e -
verbruik 
Veevoeder 









































Quantities That Have Become Available in the EEC per Type of Tabel 14 
(in million tons) Grain 
IN DE E.E.G. PER GRAANSOORT BESCHIKBAAR GEKOMEN HOEVEELHEDEN 






























































































































Cereals to be Used as 
(in 1,000 tons) 































































































































































Losses of All Cereals 
(in 1,000 tons) 



































VAN ALLE GRANEN TE ZAKEN 

















































































































Quantiti« îs of All Cereals, as , 
(in million tons) 























• 85 . 220 





= 131 ,. 232 




Î Whole Destined for Industrial 
Use 












































































317O j I884 
Tabel 17 
GRANEN TE ZAMEN ' 
































Quantities According to Type of Grain Destined for Industrial Use Tabe l 18 
(fin m i l l i o n tons) 






















































































































. 63- - ' 4 
'118. . 1 











- . . 
Quantit ies of All .Grains as a'Whole-Destined for Cattle Fodder 






























































































































































Fodder Grains Used in the EEC per Type of Grain 
(in million tons) 
IN DE E..E.G.. VERBRUIKTE VOEDERGRANEN PER GRAMSOORT 
































































0,0 ' 3 , 7 • 1,8 











































































3,3 0,6 " 0,00 
0,2 0,3 0,00 
Development of Fodder Grain Consumption Since 1950 
ONTWIKKELING VAN HET VOEDERGRAANVERBRUIK SINDS 1950 
Tabel 21 
Nederland 
B.L .E .U . 
F r a n k r i j k 
V e s t - D u i t 
I ' o a l i ë 
Netherlands 
France 
s land West 
Germany 
Italy.. . . . 
E „E.G. EEC 
United" -—--•---—-——----




















.Con.sumption nf foridpr grains 
Total t o t a a l 
Voede rg raanve rb ru ik 
1955/56 j 1 9 6 1 / 6 2 , 
_per 































Quantities to be Used as Cattle Fodder per Type of Grain in kg Tabel 22 
per Animal Unit 
VOOR VEEVOEDER 3ESTEMDE HOEVEELHEDEN PER GRAMSOORT IN KG PER DIEREENH3ID 
• • 
1950/51 
T o t a a l To ta l 
Waarvan: of which 
t a rwe wheat 
fogge rye 
g e r s t b a r l e y 
h a v e r oa t s 
ma ï s maize 
o the r 
o v . g ranen g r a i n 
• r i J 3 " r i c e • 
1961/62 
T o t a a l To ta l 
Waarvan; of which 
t a rwe wheat 
rogge rye 
g e r s t b a r l e y 
h a v e r . o a t s 
maïs maize 
„ „ _-„„„„„ o ther 
ov . g r anen
 g r a i n 
r i j s t r i c e I 
Nede r -




































F r a n k -





































I t a -
l i ë 










































































Q u a n t i t i e s of Al] Grains 
( i n m i l l i o n tons ) 
as a Whole t o be 
















l « t i i 4 r 
N e d e r -
l a n d 
3 . L . 
E.U. 
1,3 1,3 









1,2 • 1,2 
1,2 1,2 
F r a n k -
r i j k 





6 , 2 
5 ,8 
6 ,2 
: 6 ,3 
• 6 , 1 
6 ,2 
6 ,1 
„ ( i n min. West 
Germany 












5 ,8 •• . 
Used for Human Consumption Tabel 23 
VEELHEDEN VAN 'ALLE GRANEN TE 
t o n ) 
Ti-a 1 v 
I t a -
l i ë 











9 , 0 
United 
t?vn v-i„~A~~ TA • _ _ i . 




2 4 , 0 
2 4 , 3 
2 3 , 8 
23 ,2 
23 ,5 ' 
2 3 , 4 
23,2-
2 3 , 3 
2 3 , 2 






6 ,3 . . : ' 0 , 5 
6 ,1 • .v '0 ,5 
6 ,2 ' 0 , 5 
6 ,3 0 , 5 
6 ,2 . 0 , 5 
6 , 2 - 0 , 4 
6 ,1 ' 0 , 5 
• 6 ,0 0 , 4 
6,1. ; 0 , 4 










3 0 , 6 
3 1 , 0 
3 0 , 5 
29 ,9 
30,-1 
3 0 , 0 
2 9 , 6 
29 ,9 
2 9 , 6 . 
Quantities per Type of Grain 
(per 1,000 tons) 
VOOR MENSELIJKE CONSUMPTIE 
to be Used for Human Consumption in Tabel 24 
the EEC 
IN DE :E.E.G. BESTEMDE HOEVEELHEDEN NAAR GRAANS00R' 
( i n 1.000 t o n ) 












• : • 1959/60 
\ 1960/61 






















































































































































































































































































Quantit ies per Type of Grain to be Used for Human Consump- Tabel 2o 
VOTR feilELlJKE CONSUMPTIE BESTEMDE HOEVEELHEDEN NAAR GRAANSOORTEN 

















































































































Ver. Koninkrijk 1950/51 










































OPPERVLAKTEN' VAN ALLE GRAANSOORTEN TE ZAMEN Index figures 
1950/51 
(in 1000 ha) 
Indexcijfers' (19^>0/51=100) 
1954/55 M958/59 J 1962/63 ! 1963/64 
Nederland Netherlands 
3oL.E•U • 








E * ji> • G . EEC 21162 

































Area per Type of Grain in the EEC 
(per 1,000 ha) 
OPPERVLAKTEN PER GRAANSOORT IN DE E.E.G. 
(in 1000 ha) 
—Xear. Hhèat___Rye. ; __Barley: ";0ats. Maize Other grains 














Degree of Self-Supply for the Most Important Types of Grain Tabel 2ç) 

































Total of all grains 





































































































































Voor de overige graansoorten 
voorzieningsgraden. For the other 
self-supply are valid for the EEC 
fiogge
 R y e 
Overige granen other grains 
Hijst Rice 
golden voor de E.E.G. de volgende zelf-
types of grain the following degrees of 
1950/51 1961/62 1962/63 








Total Production of All Grains as a Whole 
(in million tons) 






































































West£in r'lnV t o n) 






































































UK + . 
Denmark 
















Total Grain Production 
(in million tons) 
TOTALE GRA 
in the EEC per Type of Grain 
ANPRODUKTIE IN DS E «E.G. PER GRAANSOORT 
( i n c i ln . t o n ) 




























































































































































































































. .- . . 
— 
The Fore ign Trade of the EEC Countr ies in Grains and Grain Tabe l 32 
Products i n the years 1950/1951 t o 1961/1962 i n 1,000 tons 
DE BUITENLANDSE HANDEL VAN DE E.E.G.-LANDEN IN GRANEN-EN GEAANPRODUXTEN 

















EEC countries , 
Tot. handel v/d 
S.S.G.-landen 






















































































The Import Balance of the EEC per Type of Grain (1,000 tons ) Tabe l 33 
Seizoen 
HET INVOERSALDO VAN DE E.E.G, PS 
5ar-ley—, Oate-
Rogge j Gers t | Eaver 
R-GRAANSOORT 
Ma-tze— 
Maïs i Ov 
(1000 TON) 

















































































































. . ( - teken duidt ui tvoe 'rsaldo a a n . ) 
The Import Balance for All Grains as a Whole of the EEC 
Countries, the United Kingdom and Denmark (1,000 tons) Tabel 34 
EST INV0SRSALD0 V00R ALLS'GRANEN TEZAMEN VAK DS E.E.G.-LANDEN, 





B . L . h 9 U •[ frank-ï r i j k 
i—Erance 
West-, 
D u i t s i . 
I t a l i ë 



























































































































International Trade in Wheat and Wheat Flour (Converted 
on a Grain Basis) 
INTERNATIONALE HANDEL IN TARWE EN TARWEBLOEM 
(omgerekend op graanbasis) 
Tabel 35 
7 \ World export (mi l l i on 
1950/54 J 1955/59 | 1 9 6 0 / 6 2 
percent) from: 
Were ldexpor t ^ciin. t o n ; tons) 
Waarvan (in p r o c e n t e n ) u i t : of which { i n 
U.S.A. , USA 
Canada Canada 
. U . S . S . S . USSR 
A u s t r a l i ë Austral ia 









n p e r c e n t ï m p o r t S . E . G . - l a n d e n (min. t o n ) c 5 j ^ f L i - 5 
Id ex- laem xn p r o c e n t e n van de werelaexportU-1 0 1 1 t ) 22 
Aandeel* i n E . E . G . - i m p o r t e n (in urocentèn) : 







































1) Tenzij expliciet vergold, zijn de graanprodukten niet begrepen in 
de cijfers van deze paragraaf. 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Trade i n Rye 
INTERNATIONALE HANDEL IK ROGGE 
Tabci'--3.ó 






U. S a S « Ka 
Import E.S.G.-




U . S . S . R . 
mln. t o n ) W o ^ s f x P ° r t ( m i l l i o n 1,0 
c e n t e n ) u i t :
 0 f which ( i n p e r -jjg^ c e n t ) from 
Canada 
Argent ina . 
— — - ? - -Import s-'-EEC-
landen (mln. ton)countries (mil- o,4 
centen) uit:
































I n t e r n a t i o n a l Trade i n Bar ley 
INTERNATIONALE HANDEL IN GEHST 
Tabel 37 
1950/54 I 1955/59 , 19.60/62 
Wereldoxport (mln. ton) « g " J g S ' (rail" 4,8 6^ 9 '6,4 
Waarvan (in procenten) ui 
U.S.A. • 
Canada 







of which (in 
percent) from 
- A r g ^ i n a inporia.EELC 
I i roor t E . E . G . - l a n d e n (mln. t o n ) c o u n t r i e s * 
Same i n p e r -
 T -* . •> -, -, l i o n t ons ) 
: en t of the -£- - - m p r o c e n t e n van de were laexporx 
rorld expor t Aandeel i n E . E . G . - i n v o e r _ ( i n orocpnten)_: 
















































International Trade in Oats Tabel 38 
INTERS AT IONALE HANSSL IN" HAVER 
1950/54 1955/59 i1960/62 
Wereldexport (nln. ton) g ^ t S T ^ 
Waarvan (in procenten) uit:
 0f which (in per-










 T . ___ 
^ ImçQr.t.JEEC-counr 
Impor t E . S . G . - l a n d e n ( n l n . t o n ) t r i e s (mi l l ion 
T r f • j. \ • ± tons ) 
Waarvan ( m p r o c e n t e n ) u i t :
 0 f which ( in percent) 
U.S.A. USA 
A r g e n t i n i ë Argentina 
A u s t r a l i ë Austral ia 
Canada Canada 






































Internat ional Trade in Maize Tabel 39 
HTTSHUATION HANSEL IN MAIS 
1950/54 1955/59 1960/62 
! Were ldexpor t ( n l n . t o n ) 8 ä d t § * P J r t ( m U " 
I
 m Waarvan ( i n p r o c e n t e n ) u i t : 0 f which- ( in per-
j " U.S.A. USA cent ) from 
| A r g e n t i n i ë Argentina 
i Z u i d - A f r i k a South Africa _ „„„ 
- —-Impor-t--EEG--CGun>-
_ '. Imoor t E . E . G . - l a n d e n ( n l n . t o n ) trxes (mi l l ion 
c fnt of the~ I d~ e r n i n P r o c e n t e n van de v e r e l d e & o V c 
world export Aandeel i n E . 2 . G . ~ i n v o e r _ ( i n p r o c e n t e n ) : 
! U.S .A. ' USA 
|. A r g e n t i n i ë Argentina 
Z u i d - A f r i k a South Africa 





























cent of the 
world export 
International Trade in Sorghums and Millet 
INTERNATIONALS HANDEL IN SOSC-SIMS 'EN MILLET 
Tabel 4< 
(mil-V e r e l d e x p o r t (min . t o n ) 5"5£ j d t g£ |C r t <  
Waarvar. ( i n p r o c e n t e n ) u i t : of which ( in 
percent) from 
1950/54 J 1953/59 I 1960/6: 
1,4 2,1 3 , 0 
U . 'S. A ». 
A r g e n t i n i ë 
Z u i d - A f r i k a 
TjgA r t ; tr  64 
Argentina 4 
South Africa 2 
; reimport ;EE&-cc-Tjn---;-' 
Impor t E „ E . G . - l a n d e n (min, t o n ; t r i e s (mi l l ion 0 , 
Idem i n p r o c e n t e n van de v/ereldexpor-t tons) 39 
Aandeel i n E . E - G . - i n v o e r ( i n p r o c e n t e n ) : 
U.S.A. USA s h a r e o f Ç?Ç i m P ? ^ N 70 
A r g e n t i n i ë 



















8 1 . ; 
12 
0 
Internat ional Trade in Rice 
(expressed in processed r i c e ) 
INTEKNATIONALE HANDEL IN HIJST 
( i n bewerk te r i j s t u i t g e d r u k t ) 
Tabel -41 
,. . , M r -, \ World export (million . „ 
V/erel&oxport (min. ton; tons) 4,7 
Waarvan uit: of which from: 
Birrna Burma 
Thailand Thailand 
U.S.A. USA v , 
Italië I t a l y ' 0 , 2 
Import "EEe 
countries (mil-
1950/54 1955/59 j 1960/62 
1,2 
1,2 
0 , 6 













l i o n tons) 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Trade i n A l l Grains as a Whole Tabel 42 
( Inc lud ing wheat f l o u r conver ted on a wheat b a s i s in m i l l i o n tons annua l ly ) 
INTERNATIONALE HANDEL IN ALLE GRANEN GEZAMENLIJK 
( i n c l . t a rwebloem omgerekend op t a r w e b a s i s i n mln. t o n p e r j a a r ) 
Totaal Total 
Waarvan u i t : of which fr 
U.S.A. USA 
Canada ' Canada 
U.S'.S.R. USSR 
Aus t ra l i ë Australia 
Argent inië Argentina 
Zuid-Afrika South Afri 
Birma Burma 
Thailand Thailand 
Totaal 8 landen: Total" ) 
T , j countrr 



























. 1 , 4 . 
63,4 
84 






























Wheat imports of the EEC c o u n t r i e s , t he United Kingdom and Denmark Tabel 43 • 
TARWEINVOERSN VAÎ7 DE E.E.G.-LANDEN, 
röÖö~fow Tota l in TTÜOÜ-ToT; 
T o t a a l .m 
1000 t o n 
IST 1/ERENIGD KONINKRIJK SN DENEMARKEN 
710 
•7 ' 1 j O I 
423 
1950/52., gemiddeld Averalge 
Nede r l and Nether lands 
B • L' . j . U . 
F r a n k r i j k France 
¥e s t - D u i t 3 l a n d West Germany 2203 
I t a l i ë I t a l y ! 1293 
EEC--coun-r~"---""">" 
S . S . G . - l a n d e n samen t r i e s ! 539° 
United;," : —;-;;—;----- togi " 
-Of—-which in percent 
Waarvan i n r>rocent;;.- ui -! U .S .A . |Canada ! A r g e n t i n i ë ! A u s t r a l i ë jU.S .S . 
—US7S—"Cânâcîa^Axgentina—: A u s t r a l i a ' Uöiik 































1960/62,, gemiddeld average 
Nede r l and Nether lands 1 
F r a n k r i j k France 
V/es t -Dui t s landWest Germany 
I t a l i ë • I t a l y ' 
; EEC-"co un- v 









































Tabel Barley Imports of the EEC Countries, the United Kingdom and 
Denmark „ 
G3RSTINV0EHEN VAN DE E . E . G.-LANDEN, HET' VERENIGD KONINKRIJK EH DSNEMARKSH 
—Of—wh-feh i n 1,000 tons - fronrr 
Waarvan i n 1000 t o n u i t : T o t a a l i n 
1000 t o n 






Argen- j Aust ra-
tinië jlië 
! U . S . I d i v e r -
JS.R. jsen 
EEC c o u i f f i % 2 > gemiddeld
 a V e r a g e 
t r i e s E . E . G. - l a n d e n gezamenl . 














l a n e o u s . 
254 1) 
128 1) 
j g J l l ^ V e r e n i g d K o n i n k r i j k 1053 "6Ö" 519 422 192 2, 
! 1960/62 , gemiddeld average 
; ^ ? e £ o u S ! 2 . G . - l a n d e n gezamenl . 
jas wholWest -Dui ts landWest Germany 



















1) N o o r d - A f r i k a . 
2) I r a k . 
3) F r a n k r i j k . 
North Af r ica 
I r a q 
France 
j ^abel £5 
Maize Imports of the EEC Countries, the United Kingdom and 
T)p TYTHAY K. 
1
 V f ï - I 'V ïE ïT , HET VERENIGD KONINKRIJK EH DENEMARKEN MAÏ5INVÖEREN VAN DS 
'o ta l i n 
-g* 00- tons- jQf-jghich. i n pprc.ent-f-com-
1000 t o n 
1950/52 . gemiddeld average 
Nederlan'd Nether lands 
B . . I J . iii « U • 
F r a n k r i j k France 
Ves t -Dui t s landWe.s t Germany 
I t a l i ë .. • : I t a l y . 
EEC countviq-^]"G^&^n7a^en together 
United Verenigd Koninkrijk 






Waarvan in procenten v.i 
U.S.A. 
USA 












3 . u. ~J « U. 
Fran ic r i jk 
1960/62 , gemiddeld average 
Nede r l and Nether lands 1415 
561 
France *°^ 
Wes t -Du i t s l andWes t Germany 1143 








































aâiportlofûL'Othef Grains^ (mostly sorghums, and m i l l e t ) by the Tabel 46 
EEC Countries ( i n 1,000 tons) • 
INVOEREN VAN "OVERIGE GRANEN" (IN HOOFDZAAK SORGHUMS EN MILLET; DOOR 
DE E.E.G.-LANDEN (IN 1000 TON) 
Of which from 
Waarvan u i t : 
U.S.A. ! A r g e n t i n i ë 
19^0 /52 , .gemiddeld average 
E .E .G. - landen samen E E C countries 
Waarvan: of'SfiïS« 







196o/62s •gemiddeld average 
E . E . G . - l a n d e n samen E E C countries 
Waarvan:
 o f &gf « 
Neder l and Netherlands 
. B.L.E.U; 











Wheat Imports and Exports According to Stage of Processing 
(average during 1950/1951 to 1961/1962) 
. T A S W E I N - EN UITVOER NAAR STADIUM VAN VERWERKING 
' (gemiddeld ove r 1950/51 ' & & & & percent 
Tabel 47 
v/o« Imports 
T o t a a l 
(op 
j n 1.0Q Total 
tons) 
g r a a n b a s i s 
on) 
,on a 
bas i s in 
955 
Î8L, 
V/aarvan i n p r o c e n t e n 
o n v e r -
werkt 
Nederland Netherlands 
B.L.E.U. c o n s ' 593 
F rank r i j k France _ 643 
West-Duitsi 'andWest Germany ' 2590 







| o v e r i g e 


















E.E .G. - l anden EEC countries 5oo3 










Uitvoer ' Exports 
Nederland Netherlands 
Frankrijk France 
We 31 -Da i t si and We s t Gerjnany 
.Italici. Italy. 
E.E. G. -1anderEEC countr i 
tilted-/.;. rën'ïgd""konïnkrï jk' 
Kingdom °, 




































Barley Import and Export According to Stage of Processing 
(average during 1950/1951 to 1961/1962) 
GEESTIN- EN UITVOER NAAS STADIUM V M VERVEHKING 










? rankr i jk France 
'•.'o at ~Du.it s i and West 
Ir, a l i o I t a l y 
' O ÏG ." -landen" " ËÈC" "cöüntr iës" " " 248T 






T o t a a l 
(op _; 
i n 1000 t o n ) 
-getal (en—a-^  
Germany 










t -Du i t s 1 and We s t Germany 











Vaajrvan in procenten 

































Supplies in Important Export Countries 
(million tons) 
VOORHADEïv I I BELANGRIJ 
(min. t o n ) 
EXPCHTLAX-SSr 
Tabel 49 
1952 . 1955 j 1958 I960 1961 j 1962 1963 
Of.which United States 
pSSe Wheat
 Four J _ 
Vier grote exporteurs ex- • '3,5 
Waarvan Ver. Staten porters 7,0 



















Voederjganen Fodder grains 
Verenigde StatenUnited States'8, 5 37,3 









M .ist Rice 
Verenigde StatenUnited States 0, 














Index Figures of Grain Prices 
(wheat price - 100) 
GRAAKPHIJSIIffDSXCIJFSRS 










































































































































































Import and Export Prices Compared With the World Market Level Tabel 31 
^ " h ^ h 8ir§fta?2IJZEîî VSHGïïLSXEÎT MET HST V/EÎSLDHA3XTOTVSAU 1) 
(U,S. - S p e r 100 kg) 
1.950 |i955 ! 1953 I 19 
i i 
61 1962 1963 








Wereldmarkt World market 
I n v o e r p r i j s : Jedor land ^ { ^ g g S d , 
)u i t s l and West Germany „ _ 
. i ë (zachte) Italy <£g|J t) $.6 
•, Koninkrijk United Kingdon6.7 
Denemarken Denmark 7 • 3 









































I n v o e r p r i j s : 
World market 
Nederland Import price_ 
"Q T 1? TT 




















[J i tvccrpr i j s : Frankri jk Export price France 6.4 7.7 ' 4 .4 5.1. 
2S£st Barley 
fer e l dm ark t World market 6.9. 6.2 
Cnvoerprijs: Nederland Import price 10.2 6.3 
_
 T _, „ Netherlands ; , „ , 
••/.-Duitsland West Germany 6^7 7.3 
I t a l i e ' Italy 8.6 6.9 
Ver. Koninkrijk United Kingdom.9 7.1 











































The average imporf prices c i f Netherlands have been given for grain exported from the^Uf 
) Als i n d i c a t i e voor het wereldmarktniveau z i j n de gemiddelde invoe r - £ s a n , indicatioi 
' . . . . . . . • _. . . . . . . _ • f n r HIP. w o r l d ; p r i j z e n ei::' Nederland gegeven voor graan afkomstig u i t de U.S.A. 
) Argent i jnse rogge (geen invoer u i t U.S .A. ) . 
Argentine rye (no import from the US). 
o  the  
market level . 
IN- EN IJIÏVOERPRIJZEN V 
T a b e l ' 5 1 • • • ' - ' ' • ( ü ' 
( v e r v o l g ) j 
(continued) 1950 
ERGELIT3N ME? I-Z2? V/ERELDMARKTNIVEA 
S. - 3 p e r 100 kg) 
1955 •195£ 196I 
v e r Oats 
Wereldmarkt World marke£„a. 
I n v o e r p r i j s : Import price 
Neder l and .Netherlands 6 , 0 
B.L, : - : . " . 5 .6 
F r a n k r i j k France 9 . 1 
• W.-Duits land g S a i y 6 .5 
I t a l i ë I t a l y 5«° 
* Ver, Kon inkr i j k £ n i t f d 4 . 9 T, , Kingdom; T 
Denemarken Denmark o « l 
6 .6 4 . 6 4 . 9 
Mais Maize 
Wereldmarkt World market6.6 
I n v o e r p r i j s e Import price 
Neder l and Netherlands 6,6 
B.L.S.TJ. 6 .4 
F r a n k r i j k France 6 ,9 
. W. -Dui t s l a n d We s t 1 5 , 2 
Italië i t a l f ™ ^ 7.0 
Ver. K o n i n k r i j k United 6.L . 
^ e n e m a r k e n p e ^ g ^ ^ b o _ •_ 
Over ige g ranen ( i n hoofdzaak 
W e r e l d m a r k t " ^ ! 0 markét5„5 
I n v o e r p r i j s : Import price 
Neder land Netherlands 5«5 
B.'L.E.U. _ ' 5 . 6 
F r a n k r i j k France 7 .8 
W„— D u i t s l a n d Germany 1 2 . 9 











5 . 8 
5 .7 




5 . 4 
6 .0 
5 . 5 
1 1 . 3 
5 .6 




5 . 3 
5 . 4 
5 . 9 
5 . 8 
5 . 7 
5 .6 
5 . 6 
5 . 7 
1 .->£•-• 











5 0 • 
4 .7 . 
5 .1 






















5 . 8 
5 . 9 
6 . 2 
6 .4 
6,6 
6 . 0 
6 . 0 
. 6 . 2 
sorgnums 
5 .5 
5 . 8 
. 5 . 7 
I I . 9 
. 9 . 5 
I7 .O 
en m i l l e t ) Other grains (mostly sorghums 
, ' and m i l l e t ) _ ,_
 0 4^7. • 4 . 9 4 . 9 • 5 .2 
4 . 7 
5 .0 
7 .0 
1 2 . 1 
7 .5 
4 . 9 
5 . 8 
1 0 . 2 
10 .2 
I 3 . 4 
4.8 
5 . 7 
8 .2 
5 .9 
I I . 7 
5 .2 
5 . 8 
5 . 5 
5-6 
•8.6 
Ri.j st 1) - Rice 
Siamrijst 2) -Siam rice 9.8 
I nv o e rp ri j s s Impor t pr ice 
Nederland Netherlands14.9 
B.LoE.Uo I3.7 









wi-Dui ts lancWest" 1 6 . 0 
Ve3 Koninkri-j k terraan^
 # 5 
^ b r o k e n o f r whic h < 
Kingdom.,.. , _ 
U i t v o e r p r i j s : Export pr ices I t a l i ë I t a l y 
h a l f g e b r o k e n ^ ^ M . S ; 












































. I 4 .4 
14.8 
15.O 
l) De aan'deze tabel 'voorafgaande opmerking over de invloed van'ras en 
kwaliteit geldt in bijzondere mate voor de gegevens over rijst. 
De mate van bewerking (ongepeld, gepeld, gepolijst^ al dan niet 
gebroken rijst) geeft aanleiding tot belangrijke prijsverschillen. 
2) Gemiddelde invoerprijs cir 
afkons t i ge gebroken ri j s t, 
derland van uit Thailand (Siam; 
1) The statement preceding this table concerning the influence of type and quality holds 
true especially for the data concerning rice. The type of processing (unpeeled, peeled 
polished, or not broken rice) causes considerable differences in price. 
2) Average import price cif Netherlands from Thailand (Siam) is based on broken rice. . 
r e t v tS V 
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BESTEM ING VAîi DE 18 DE E.E.G. BESCHIKBAAR GEK0I.1EN 
GRAMEN 
Destination of cereals available in the E.E.C. 
Figuur 5 mid. kg Figuur 6 
Haver ]2
 (— Kafs 
Oats 
11 
tU VJM fob 




1 1 |! ! 1 
i "1 i 
iiaMiäö 













i jsai misa 
I ' ! 
ka 
m 
ià. Ml m fe 1950 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 s ä 61 
1950 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 
Figuur 8 " 
!, t R, 'Jst 
mid. kg •
 R i c e 
1950 51 52 53 54 55 56 5 0 f 
I I Zaaizaad en verliezen . Seed for sowing and loss« 
Veevoederverbruik Used for c a t t l e fodder 
Industrieel verbruik I n d u s t r i a l use 
Menselijke consumptie Iluuan consumption 
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V0EDERGRAAHVER8RUIK HAAR GSAAflSCÜRT PER DIEREENHEID" 
(in kg) . ' 
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1950 51 52 53 1950 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
f v u ut. n u un m. i L I W I W i n n n n i n i l ^ U L ' I W Î L . U U I L H U L I 
















I ta l i ë (22,22) 
I t a l y 
iL Ui 





Ver. Kon. (27,23) 
United Kingdom 
















1950 5152 53 54 55 56^57 53 59 60 . . - . 
1) De over 1950/61 gemiddelde percentages varkens en kippen z i jn tussen haakjes aangegeven. 
ï) The average percentages of pigs and chicken from Ï950.to 1961 
are indicated between parentheses'. 
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.VERBRUIK VAN GÜAAï! PRODUKTEN Vi 
USE OF GRAIN PRODUCTS 
Figuur 32 
E. E. 6. 
E.E.C. 
!CR MENSELIJKE CCNSUÏÏPTIE l.'l'XG PER HGCFD VAN DE SEVCLKÏNG 
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zmmMMM 
52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
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M> r^ hj ^ 4 <ù ^ «y $^ & $ 
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Tarwe 






= 3 £î aïs ÏTftTl i Rijst Rice Andere graansoorten Other firain v a r i e t i e s 
VERBRUIK VAN GRAANPRCDUKTEH VOOR HtfîSELIJKE COïlSUL'PTIE IN KG PER HOCFD VAN DE BtVOLXIÜG 
Figuur 36 


















S \4 WZ ÏK^Î ^ <\ ^ «3 ^ 3 M - i mm 
J«N ifof^ 
4 vv< a1 M y 
i 
- p 
50 5l 52 53 5-r o5 56 57 aS 5b o0 
Use of grain products for human consumption in kg per head of the popula 
Diagram 36 — West Germany; diagram 37 — Italy; 




53 5* 55 56 57 58 59 60 
Use of grain products for human consumption in kg per head of the population, 





C?DRE;;GSÏ£?; PZR HA VA'V ALLE GRA-JEK ÏZZAÜEN -
' Figuur 40 (1OOK0/HA) ' 33 
r r * 
t.t.G;. 
E.E.C , 
32 Figuur H V/est-Duïtsland 
West Germany 
Figuur 45 Ver. Koninkrijk 
United Kingdom. 
Yield per ha of a l l cerea l s toget 
\' Figuur 'M /(ÎOO kg 
Nederland 
Netherlands 
__ Figuur 43 Frankrijk 
France 
1359 
50 52 54 56 58 60 62 ." 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 
K.B. DG trend is aangegeven door de gebroken l i j n . ' P . S . The t r e n d i s i n d i c a t e d by t h e broken l i 
OPBRENGSTEN VAU TAKE IN ICQ KG/HA 
Figuur"48. Y i e l d of Wheat i n 100 kg/ha Figuur 49 
Nederland 
Netherlands 
E. E. G. 










50 52 54 56 58 60 62 
CPBREfJGSTEM VAN ROGGE lij 100 KG/HA 




Figuur 60 flest-Du i ts land 
West Germany 














Figuur 61 Italië 
I t a l y 
i J I l 1 ! I 
Figuur 63 Denemarken 
Denmark 
50 52 .54 55 58 60 62 
Figuur 64-
E. E. 6. 
E.E.C. 
OPBRENGSTEN VAN GERST IK 10CKG/.-JA 
Yield of barley in 100 kg/ha 
44 
Figuur 53 »es{-Duitsland 















52 54 55 58 60 62 52 . 54 55 58 ffl 




OPBRENGSTEN VAfJ HAVER III ICO KG/HA 
Yield of Oats in 100 kg/ha 
30 






OPBRENGSTE« VAfUiAiS, .ÏOVLÜIGT. G;<Ar:LÎJ " Lfi HIJSi „IK 1ÜÜ Kli/KA .
 1 r t A . ,, Y i e l d of maize, "remaining ce rea ls , ' and r i c e in 100 kg/ha 
Figuur 80 
Frankrijk - f.1 s 
France—Maize 
Figuur 82 Frankrijk - Ov, granen 




Italie' - 'L'aïs 
I t a ly—Maize 
Figuur 83 I t a l i ë - Ov. granen 
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